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HOME. 
It is hoped that Mascagin, the composer, will be in¬ 
duced to visit Chicago during September. 
Dr. Dvorak’s remarks concerning Negro melodies 
has provoked much discussion pro and con. 
Emil Paces, the new conductor of the Boston Sym¬ 
phony Orchestra is very highly spoken of. 
Frederick Cliffe, of England, will conduct perfor¬ 
mances of both of his symphonies at the World’s Fair, 
early in the Fall. 
Mb. and Mbs. Riohabd Bubmbisteb, who have been 
so successful during their European tour, are to return to 
Baltimore in September. 
A grand choral celebration is to be held in Chicago in 
September, in which the Welsh Societies of America will 
contest for prizes amounting to $7000. 
Mb. B. J. Lang is Baid to have discovered and brought 
into nse a noiseless paper for programmes. This will be 
a boon to both the musician and the interested.auditor. 
Soharwenka left for Europe in July, to be absent till 
September. Camilla Urso has also gone to Europe to be 
treated for injuries to her wrist, received by being run 
into by-a bicycle-rider some time-ago.-- - 
A congress of school music was held in Chicago be¬ 
ginning July 3. Eminent musicians, including A. A. 
Stanley, Dr. L. M. Mason and others, discussed the 
various questions which came before the meeting. 
It is reported that the choir of the Sistine Chapel is 
going to Chicago and will be heard there. It is to be 
hoped that such is the case, as this world renowned or¬ 
ganization is never heard oat of Rome, and holds the 
traditions of sacred song. 
{There was danger of the disbanding of the Boston 
Symphony Orchestra because of the demolishing of 
Music Hall. This has happily been averted by the sub¬ 
scription of $450,000 to erect a new building. Emil 
Pauer, Authur Nickish’s successor at Leipsic is the new 
director of the orchestra. 
An idea may be had of the earnings of first-class or¬ 
chestra soloists by the following figures : The leading 
first violins are paid $7000, the others receive from 
$6000 to $3500.- The solo ’cellist receives $10,000, the 
other five cellists $4000 to $2000 per year. The second 
violins receive from $40 to $60 per week. 
A new form of keyboard, besides the Janko keyboard, 
has just been invented and is on exhibition at Chicago. 
It is intended to facilitate the performance of intricate 
passages where the hands are so close together as to 
interfere with each other. It comprises a double bank 
of keys one set being tuned higher than the other. It 
is said to require little practice to be able to reap its 
benefits. 
The American College of Musicians held its annual 
meeting in Chicago, when papers of interest were read 
by leading musicians. The A. C. M. united in its 
meetings with the M. T. N. A. and the Women’s Mus¬ 
ical Congress. Messrs. Fillmore, Elson, Krehbiel 
were among the Speakers. A. R. Parsons was elected 
president of the A. C. M., vice E. M.^Bowman, who 
was elected president “ emeritus.” A significant change 
was made in the Constitution. An entire week of 
mnsico-literary work as well as concerts was had. 
FOREIGN. 
A monument for Bizet is well under way. 
Mascagni’s I Rautzan was coldly received in Germany. 
London had 67 concerts during the week ending 
May 18th. 
Mascagni has conducted I Rautzan at Covent Garden, 
London and created great enthusiasm. 
A tablet to the memory of Jenny Lind is to be placed 
in Poet’B Corner, Westminster Abbey. 
The Requiem mass of Cherubini has been prohibited 
in Norway, as “ contrary to the Word of God.” 
Otto Hegneb has composed a mass for solo, chorus 
and orchestra, which was favorably received at Basle. 
He is 18 years old. 
A Wagnkr paper has been started in Italy. It is 
edited by Giulio Padovani and is under the management 
of the General Wagner Society. 
Tschaikowskt does not agree altogether with Wag¬ 
ner’s theories. He thinks an- opera should be sung, and 
that the preponderance of the orchestra is a false prin¬ 
ciple. 
THE piano oh which Wagner took his first lessons has 
been Secured for the Wagner Museum. Other interest¬ 
ing acquisitions include original MSS, a letter to King 
Ludwig II, and a letter dated 1867. 
Fourteen contestants entered in competition for the 
Paris “Prix de Rome.” . The preliminary examination 
is the writing of a vocal fugue and chorus with orchestra. 
Those who are successful in this test are allowed to enter 
the final examination. Six out of fourteen is the 
number, 
for its performance. It is pronounced a very worthy 
composition. It is for chorus and orchestra, and is in 
sections which follow each other without break. It was 
warmly received when recently given by Sir Joseph 
Barnby’s choir, in London. 
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OP MUSIC 
OF THE WORLD’S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION. 
An ode written for Chicago by Villard Stanford, en¬ 
titled “East to West” requires about fifteen minutes 
Among the many attractions of the World’s Fair, 
music stands out conspicuously. This was particularly 
so the first week in July. The occasion was one of 
nntold interest to music people. It is to be regretted 
that so little was known about the affair. The musical 
Press were almost silent. Had there been a positive 
effort made to keep the public from knowing what was 
coming they could not have succeeded better. Although 
all the meetings were well attended, had_ the profession 
known of the event, many, no, doubt, would have 
arranged to visit the Fair at that time. 
The work of the Congress was divided into four divi¬ 
sions. These held meetings most of the time simultane¬ 
ously. The Music Teachers’ National Association, The 
Woman’s Musical Congress, Congress on Musical Edu¬ 
cation, and the Illinois State Music Teachers’ Associa¬ 
tion, all contributed to make the event of unusual 
interest. To these might be added the American Col¬ 
lege of Musicians, which opened the Congress by a 
series of valuable papers from prominent musicians. 
Among them were E. M. Bowman, A. R. Parsons, A. 
A. Stanley. Perhaps the most unique affair of the 
whole Congress was an open examination by the College, 
illustrating the manner in which the examinations are 
conducted. 
The most popular and pretentious was the Woman’s 
section. The object was to show woman’s work in 
music. It was planned and carried out entirely by 
women. The programs far surpassed anything gotten up 
by the M. T. N. A. We have not space to give com¬ 
plete programs of the three days, and will content 
ourselves by mentioning only a few of the number. 
“ The piano,” Amy Fay. “ When should Children 
begin to Sing?” Mad. Cappiani. “Woman and the 
Violin,” Maud Powell. Wpmen on the Lyric Stage,” 
Lillian Nordica. “Children in Music.” JuIiaS. Caru- 
thers. “Amateur Musical Clubs in America,” Mrs. 
Theo. Thomas. Considerable attention was given to 
rendering of compositions by^ women composers. The 
greatest interest was shown by the large audiences. We 
only hope an occasion may arise that will call forth 
another such effort. All praise is due Mrs. Geo. B. 
Carpenter and her coworkers, Mrs. Clarence Eddy and 
Mrs. Fannie Bloomfield Zeisler. 
The M. T. N. A. had all the past Presidents relate 
the special features of the - meeting over which they 
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presided. This was historical and not a subject that 
would call forth much enthusiasm. John.S. YanOleve 
delivered a sensible and witty address on Journalism in 
Music. The Russian composer, V. J. Hlavac, appeared 
as the only foreign representative, and Saved the name 
“International ” which was given to the congress. 
The afternoon of the 4th 'of July was set apart for 
Music Journalism, but not one of the parties down on 
the program appeared. They were Jas. Hnneker and 
Marc Bliimenberg of the N. Y. Courier; Mrs. Fox 
Abott and Weld, also were missing; H. E. Krehbiel 
and W. W. Lauder, however, gave the audience all they 
cared to know about Music Journalism. 
High Education in Music was dealt with by A. A. 
Stanley and C. B. Cady, and others who followed in 
the discussion. 
The climax of all meetings was the time given to 
Indian and Folks song music. The speakers were all 
well known and had come well prepared. Mrs. Fletcher 
an unusually intellectual woman, who had spent years 
among-the Indians and who has given special attention 
to their music, gave a most interesting talk. She was fol¬ 
lowed by J. C. Fillmore,- who, in a more scientific 
manner discussed the subject. Mr. Fillmore has har¬ 
monized over 200 Indian melodies, which will shortly be 
issued by Harvard University. H. E. Krehbiel, with 
excellent illustrations, by Eva E. Wyckoff, showed what 
a fund of music is stored up in negro melodies. L. C. 
Elson, that versatile author, lectured on the early phases 
of American music, particularly in New England. The 
rest of the session was given toN. Col. Stewart, on 
Educational Music. 
To even mention one-half of the subjects would carry 
us too far. The division devoted to educational music, 
gave us no less than 43 addresses on musical topics, 
covering a very wide range. While many will regret 
missing the congress they can console -themselves with 
the thought that all its proceedings will be published. 
We are not told where or how to secure it, but as W. S. 
B. Mathews is secretary of General Committee, he can 
no doubt inform any of our readers all about the matter. 
We' propose giving our readers, from time to time, 
extracts from some of the most interesting essays, and 
such as will be in line of the Etude’s work. 
THE 0H0FDT WALTZES AS PIANO SOLOS. 
BY EDWARD BAXTER PERRY. 
The writer had occasion not long ago to criticise a 
piano student for playing one of these beautiful, poetic 
little compositions at prestissimo tempo, so fast indeed, 
that even if all the notes had been struck with accuracy, 
which was by no means the case, its graceful rhythmic 
swing, and all its melodic and harmonic effects, must 
have been utterly lost; leaving nothing but an incoher¬ 
ent, formless, purposeless whirlwind of tone, as dry and 
unlovely as the eddies of dust in a September gale, sug¬ 
gesting neither the movement nor the mood of a waltz. 
The above was the substance of my criticism. The 
young lady explained that she did not suppose these 
waltzes were intended as real dance music, or that any 
one ever tried to dance to them, and she was trying to 
. make a piano solo of this one, her idea of a “ piano 
sole” being evidently a piece of music in which the 
greatest possible number of noteB are struck, or struck 
at, per second, and in which display is the chief desid¬ 
eratum. 
I ventured to suggest that a painted cow in a pictured 
landscape was not supposed to be a real cow, nor ex¬ 
pected to give milk, but that it would be none the less 
absurd to portray her without any of the usual recog¬ 
nized bovine characteristics, or to furnish her with six 
“legs,-sk^blue- horns and a "scarlet tail, because she 
would thus make a more startling effect against the 
background. Her only response to this was the some¬ 
what sulky observation that she had attended the con- 
cert^of many of the leading pianists, including Herr A. 
and Herr von B., and they all played the Chopin waltzes 
“ twice as fast as that.’’ 
In the face of this weight of authority, I still contend 
that it is in studies and exercises that the greatest 
amount of speed consistent with accuracy, is the crite¬ 
rion of merit; and that other standards Bhould govern 
the public presentation of the compositions of the great 
masters: But I was forced to own that thiB enterprising 
amateur was only following conscientiously the example 
of many of our first-rate professional pianistB,—please 
note that I say pianists and not artists. 
There are many pianists of first rank as executants, 
who have not the smallest shadow of claim to the infin¬ 
itely higher title of artiBt. It is such as these who de¬ 
light to display their phenomenal finger dexterity; at the 
expense of all musical and artistic truth, in the.familiar 
strains of a Chopin waltz, so well known to every school 
girl in the audience, that she could not fail to be aware 
that the speed attained fairly broke the record. 
What should we think of a painter who should picture 
a man in the shape of a wheel, because, forsooth a cir¬ 
cle is acknowledged to be the most difficult of all forms 
to draw ? Or of an actor, who, on coming to some lines 
in his part which demanded neither great dramatic 
expression, pathos, nor sonority of voice, which .did not 
tax to the utmost his powers in any direction, should 
utter them as rapidly as he could enunciate the syllables, 
to prove to the audience that in flexibility of the organs 
of articulation at least, he could excel any one present ? 
If a painter or seulptor attempt to portray any object, 
the first great essential is that it shall be recognizable as 
such without a label; and no amount of elaborate skill 
expended upon minor details, will in the least atone for 
failure in this direction. Why will musicians, and es¬ 
pecially pianists,-—for it is oftener true of them than of 
all other instrumentalists combined,—-persist in ignoring 
or defying the most obvious and fundamental principle 
of all art work, that of realistic similitude? 
Every dance form, the waltz included, is based upon 
and adapted to some particular dance movement. All' 
its effects, whether of melody, harmony, rhythm, or em¬ 
bellishment, are carefully calculated by the composer to 
meet the requirements of this special movement, to con¬ 
form with and express its general character, and be 
governed by its usual rate of speed. Each of these 
movements in itself embodies some peculiar quality or 
characteristic; such as stately grace in the Minuet, 
martial pomp in the Polonaise, impetuous vivacity in 
the Galop, which the music must indicate and supple¬ 
ment. 
The first duty of the performer, in rendering any 
dance form, is, therefore, to suggest irresistibly to the 
listener both the movement and the mood of the-special 
dance which is represented; just as in a Funeral March 
it is essential to observe the slow monotonous movement 
and sombre mood suited to the conditions suggested, 
whether a funeral procession does in point of fact, or 
ever will, keep step to it or not. 
The Chopin Waltzes are no exception to this rule. 
They are distinctly and pre-eminently waltzes, and 
though not of course for actual dance purposes, they 
are intended as idealized tone-pictures of the waltz, and 
of ball-room scenes and experiences. The performer, 
in presenting one of them, must force every listener 
present, even the dullest, to recognize that a waltz, and 
not anything else, is being played, and to feel, so far as 
may be, the elastic swing of the rhythm and the warm, 
voluptuous mood of the music. When he is sure of 
being always able to produce this general effect of the 
waltz movement as such, he may turn his attention 
further to the specific effect, the individual peculiarities 
of the particular waltz which he is interpreting ; that is, 
to suggest through the shading of the different strains, 
the thoughts or feelings of the imaginary dancers in 
certain special situations." 
Let us select as examples for illustration three of the 
Chopin waltzes which are the most familiar and widely 
diverse in character..Let. us.. remember-first-that ..they. 
are waltzes, and that the usual waltz step is, approxi¬ 
mately, at least, our guide in choosing the proper move¬ 
ment and tempo. We shall still find that, within these 
definite limits, we have sufficient opportunity for the 
legitimate freedom and elasticity of treatment necessary 
to give to each its individual coloring and effect. 
Let us take first the little waltz in D fiat, Op. 64, No. 
1. This will bear, in fact demands, more Bpeed than 
any of the others ; Should be played at the fastest pos¬ 
sible waltzing time to which the moBt active, animated 
and light-footed dancer can keep steep, but not beyond 
it. It should be given with a bright, playful, capricious 
abandon, with a rippling crystalline tone in the first 
movement, and a somewhat slower tempo and more can- 
tabile effect in- the trio. An alternate crescendo and 
diminuendo in each successive period of four measures 
enhances its effect of wavering, floating beauty. 
It is easy to fancy this composition as portraying some 
queen of the ballet, personating for the time Titania or 
one of the bewitching daughters of the Elf-king, a light, 
supple figure, whose every line is perfect symmetry, and 
whose every movement is airy, dainty grace, the very 
embodiment of the poetry of motion. It is impossible 
for me to hear this little waltz well played without being 
forcibly reminded of Tennyson’s early, but matchless 
lines, beginning, “Airy, Fairy Lillian, Flitting, Fairy 
Lillian.” 
Next, by way of contrast, let us turn to the waltz in A 
minor, Op. 34, No. 2, giving ns in all particulars the 
opposite extreme. I 
This, the saddest, and necessarily the slowest, of all 
the Chopin works in this vein, should be played linger¬ 
ingly, regretfully, with an intense, vibrant, emotional 
tone, like that of the G string on the violin. It might 
well represent in mood the last waltz of two lovers, on 
the verge of their final heart-breaking separation. The 
sombre opening theme in the left hand tells of boundless 
sorrow, while the strains that follow alternate between 
passionate appeal and piteous complaint, with an occa¬ 
sional brief, tender suggestion of the happiness that has 
been or might- have been. The whole is a tone-picture 
of a farewell, as distinctly recognizable as though we 
had ourselves seen it transcribed, warm and throbbing, 
from some actual life experience. 
Lastly, we will select the larger, more pretentious 
work in A flat, Op. No 42. This is planned upon a 
broader scale, contains more variety, and taxes more 
thoroughly the .resources of the accomplished pianist. 
Its tempo should be about half way between the other 
two, and the tone-quality employed should constantly 
change to suit the contrasted coloring of the different 
strains; now warmly lyric, now' sparkling and vibrant, 
at times deeply sombre, and again strikingly dramatic 
and declamatory. 
iThe tender, floating melodies, the bright, delicate 
passage-work the swinging, swaying rhythms of this 
composition are replete with all that'eloquent, gliding 
grace, that arch coquetry, that passionate warmth of 
mood, which we so invariably associate with the fertile 
scenes “ where youth and pleasure meet, to chase the 
glowing hours with flying feet.’’ Lights sparkle, delicate 
draperies are- afloat like perfumed ulouds upon the 
languid air, bright eyes scintillate with mirth or soften 
with emotion, and “ all goes merry as a marriage bell.” 
And yet throughput all there runs, a half-hidden under¬ 
tone that tells of deeper, stronger thought, and far 
intenser feeling; that tells of dark forebodings, of dis¬ 
tant alarms, of sudden trumpet calls; so that the work 
in its entirety cannot but seem to us the counterpart in ' 
music of that familiar, almost hackneyed, yet immortal 
word-picture of Byron, describing the great ball on the 
eve of the battle of Waterloo, to whose thunderous 
music the fate of nations was reversed, like the stepB of 
the dancers in a ball-room, and France changed 
monarchs,.as a lady shifts her partners. 
I have cited these three merely for the sake of illustra¬ 
tion, taking them almost at random from among the 
Chopin waltzes, almost any of which would have served 
as well; and which, taken collectively, are a cluster of 
artistic gems of rare beauty and exquisite finish, well 
worthy, any of them, in theirmatural state, without the 
tinsel setting of false display, to adorn the repertoire, 
not of the musical amateur merely, but of the beBt con¬ 
cert pianist. 
It will interest many, and will cOmfort those who are 
willing to. admit their love of the negro melodies, to 
learn that the composer Dvorak says the future music of 
this country, if serious and original, must be founded 
upon them, and that Beethoven’s most charming scherzo 
“is based• upon what might now'be^-considered a skill¬ 
fully handled negro melody.” ; ^ 
Questions anfl ^nswei|s. 
[Oar subscribers are invited to send in questions for this depart¬ 
ment. Please write them on one aide of the paper only, ana not 
with other things on the same sheet. Ik eVeev Cask this 
Wkheke’s rou Address mobt sb Given, or the. questions will 
receive no attention. In no case will the writer’s name be printed 
to the questions in Chh Etude. Questions that have no general 
interest will not receive attention.] 
B. F. T.—There is both waste and gain in. studying parts in 
eight-hand music,-and in concertos, where the pianist is certain 
to never lead a professional life. The gain is a certain practical 
and valuable culture that comes from ensemble work, and the loss 
is, that the pupil could have learned a fine solo, or more than one, 
while working on the ensemble number. The solos can be used at 
any time, the ensemble piece seldom, if ever, after the especial 
graduating -occasion. The enhanced artistic effect given a piece 
played on two or more pianos over the same piece played on one 
piano is questionable; but the “popular ” idea seems to be that it is . 
far more wonderful. • Query—Is it a legitimate part of a pianist’s 
duty to excite wonder? C. W. L. 
R. T. H —The pieces that you are to play on your graduating pro¬ 
gramme next year should be well in hand before this time. If yon 
are tffglve five or more pieces, they should be selected- from those 
that are already familiar, with-one or two exceptions, perhaps, 
and these excepted pieces should be put into your regular daily 
work as soon as possible. You should occasionally lay each aside 
for a week or two and then put it in review again. It is only by 
this frdquent and long extended reviewing that yon can play fine 
music fluently, and with the expression that good playing demands. 
C. W. L. 
D. W. A.—To break up the habit of stumbling is not easy. The 
pieces should not be too difficult for the pupil. All of their hard 
passages should be given “passage work,” and that of the slow, 
analyzing kind, hut in the slow, and even the single-handed, 
practice, the mind should feel and enjoy the musical expression, or 
content. "When learning a piece, go slowly, and work over and over 
all passages where there is felt a disposition to stumble, but when 
the piece is fairly well learned never stop for a mistake, but keep up 
the rhythm. Keeping the mind full of the musical effects of the 
piece, feeling the expression of each phraseTcrescendoing up to each 
climax, giving a discriminating touch for bringing out desired 
effects, in short, filling the mind with, the piece, technically and 
musically, is what stumbling pupils need. C. W. L. 
E. R. W.—Whan a curved line—slur—is over or under a group of 
notes, some of which are shortened by staccato marks, or by rests, 
these shortened notes are to be played as if the slnr was not there, 
except when the sign is the so-called Portamento. Where the Blnr 
is over a short group of notes it often is there to point out the 
“ motive,” and, of course, does not affect the rendition of staccato 
notes or of notes followed by rests. It is unfortunate that the 
curved line is made to do duty for so many different things, some of 
which are directly contradictory. The “8va” under the bass calls 
for the notes to be played an octave lower than written. In several 
editions of organ music the term “Sri” is used, and this is better 
than 8ra, because it does away with confusion. “ Con 8a ” calls 
for an added note, making the octave to the one written, over or 
under, according to the place of the sign. 
P. Y. L—Any of the standard dictionaries will answer many of 
the questions that yon send. The standard dictionaries give the 
more commonly used musical words, with examples illustrated, 
when it will make the definition more clear. As to the other ques¬ 
tions: Allow nothing to intrude -upon yonr thoughts when practic¬ 
ing, but fill the mind with the work in hand. You should think of 
the construction, the fingering, time, motives, phrasing, accenting, 
touch, las to kind and force, and then with all of this make every 
phrase expressive by direct effort of will. About reading, learn to 
read by groups. and'practlce for conciseness in reading. Four-hand 
playing ie good. The pedal should never let two different harmonies 
run into one another. See Landon’s Pianoforte Method on this sub¬ 
ject, page 86. The letters “Op,” with figures, give the number of 
pieces published by the composer up to date. A refined taste "will 
enjoy the beauties of any good piece of music, and is not exclusive, 
except that it sees nothing but meaningless noise in trashy music. 
Apiece to be good must have something to say, and then Bay it 
unmistakably. What is said need not necessarily be “ pretty,” but 
expr«aslve it must be. Mathew’s Musical Dictionary gives the 
pronunciation of the musical names that you mention. See “ How 
to Understand Music,” by W. S. B. Mathews, for full instruction 
regarding phrasing, and also his Studies on Phrasing. These latter 
are sheet music. 
M. L. R.—Ley bach as a composer ranks well in the popular line. 
He Is more celebrated as'an arranger of opera and other music than 
for original compositions. However, his Fifth, Second, and Sixth 
Nocturnes and La Biahoiique etude are very popular. But the best 
teachers are now using but little music of this class. 
A. F.—Thousands of teachers have this same difficulty to meet. 
To get pupilB to like classical music is not difficult if yon can be 
patient. It takes time to cultivate taste. I should say little or 
nothing about it to the pupil. I would select the most melodious 
movements from the Masters that I could find and teach them as I 
would any other piece. Heller’s Thirty Studies with annotations 
are a good introduction, and lead the pupil up to the point where 
he can appreciate classical music. The writer has twice given such 
lists of pleasing classics in The Etude, one bnt a few months since 
the other about three years ago. C. W. L. 
M. H. G.—Yes, it is worth while to spend time with pupils in the 
study of a good music primer. The best way of doing this, how¬ 
ever, is to have Saturday morning classes, twolgradea, and in these 
classes also to‘study harmony and analysis. Pupils get many half 
truths and half-formed ideas whioh such a coarse will clear up. 
This course will greatly increase the interest of pupils and will 
make the teacher popular with patrons. 
H. F. E.—If your pnpil has only a reed organ to practice on you 
should not give her lessons on the piano if it can be avoided. Give 
pieces that are adapted to her instrument,, and not piano music, or 
pieces that call for more octaves than is on her organ, A little 
piano practice is. a good thing for her, but for piano practice give 
her organ music, pieces that she can use as recreations and for 
playing to her friends at home. 
G. T. E.—When your class is so large as to make yon overworked, 
then yon can Bafely raise yonr prices. This will weed ont some of 
your less desirable pupils, but few will stop because of the advance, 
provided you do not advance prices too far. It is to be remembered 
that it is as easy to earn a given amount by giving ten lessons at a 
good price as fifteen lessons at a cheap price. 
APPLAUSE. 
BY ARTHUR THOMPSON. 
Not only must a given passage be practicedj with a 
uniform fingering that the hand may learn it so firmly 
that it becomes a fixed habit, bnt the musical conscious¬ 
ness must at the same time be awakened and formed 
into delivering the passage musically and emotionally, 
or there will be no soul to the delivery. 
Applause ! who does not like it ? It has a stimulating 
influence, certainly, but it should he valued with no easy 
conscience. It can be secured cheaply. Singers espe¬ 
cially find it easy to obtain. Now, a composer will spend 
months, years even, over a work, and when he gives it 
to the public will, perhaps, be rewarded with “ a call to 
the platform,” cold water from the critics, and a relega¬ 
tion of his work to the shelf, good though it be. A 
singer, after a little study, essays a new song (it may or 
may not be a trashy piece of writing, but the cleverness 
of the singer will make it go), is received with acclama¬ 
tion, well paid by the publishers of the song for taking 
it up, and, in addition, receives a good concert fee, 
while the press notices are all in his favor. Does the 
vocalist ever honestly compare his position in the Art 
world with that of the composer ? and, if he does, is 
the comparison to his advantage ? I do not -find that this 
easy path to fame and fortune improves the mental ca¬ 
pacity of singers as a body. _ Another thing I find lack¬ 
ing is humility. Now, humility is a jewel in the crown 
of the real artist, and every student should daily try to 
purify himself of himself, as it were. The fire of Art 
within him will then burn gloriously. Applause ! Yes, 
it is sweet, but beware lest you shape your work only 
to receive it. I would have students train themselves to 
treat applause as a thing of no real worth—a something 
they can do without. The reward for work done, should 
be in the well doing. The particular place in a pro¬ 
gramme will always influence the public in its judgment 
of an artiste. 
I once had an experience I shall never forget. I was 
engaged at one of the Victoria coffee Palace Concerts 
some few years ago. The audience consisted entirely 
of poor people. I sang songs by Handel and Sterndale 
Bennet, and they were received most enthusiastically. 
Now, these poor. folk, untrammeled by fashion and 
Society crazes, were touched by the simple beauty of 
the compositions. They can appreciate good things. 
Your fashionable audieuces.can also appreciate good' 
things, but. as a rule, they are absorbed in doing what 
'the idol. Society, demands of them, and are fettered. 
They are distinctly led in their applause. 
Another incident I remember occurred at a concert at 
St. James’b Hall. A certain lady artiste had gained an 
encore for a good song, and responded by singing a bad 
one of the hamorons type (to please the people, Bhe 
said), which was, of conroe, a great snccess. The singer 
who followed her had a most chilling reception, notwith¬ 
standing excellent work honestly done. The lady in 
question had upset the artistic balance, and some one had 
to suffer. I mention these two instances to enforce my 
previous remarks about applause. Singers do not get 
their living by singing to the poor, but to the well-to-do 
people, and they will be happier and better artistes if 
thay consider applause as valueless artistically. I have 
found great help from having a critical friend to listen to 
my public performances—a friend who has always given 
me an unbiased opinion, and. one whose keen criticism 
I much value. Our best friends are those who tell us of 
our faults.—Keyboard. 
EDITOBIAL NOTES. 
* * * 
****** 
Thebe is.a mysterious quality in Rhythm that is but 
partly understood and appreciated. As in mortar 
there is sand, water, and lime, so in music there is 
mechanics, melody, and rhythm. As the distinctive part 
of mortar is lime, so the distinctive part of music is 
rhythm. Rhythm is the life-blood of music. Melody is 
lifeless without rhythm. Melody and rhythm are de¬ 
pendent upon technic. Technic, rhythm, and melody are 
the musical trinity. The above to illustrate the fact that 
slow practice of passages muBt have a marked accent, a 
distinct rhythm, and that the performer must think the 
musical expression when working up such passages, for 
the passage must be learned musically, as well as 
mechanically, and to do this requires a marked rhythm 
to make the melody and musical effects clearly manifest 
to the student. Slow passages must be worked, thought 
and felt over and over, and accented with vigor. But 
in all of this practice there must be looseness of forearm 
and wrist. Passages so studied will become mechanically, 
rhythmically,and musically the performer’s own. Hands, 
brain, and musieal consciousness will own them. 
* * * 
* * * 
It has not yet been made practical to musically educate 
a child with nothing but pleasing tunes and pieces, yet, 
the child can be kept interested by adding a marked 
rhythm to technical exercises in such a way as to demand 
thought and critical listening, a full occupation of the 
mind in a pleasing manner. Every child has an ex¬ 
alted and exaggerated idea of velocity in playing, and be¬ 
cause his own efforts arH failures he is too apt to become 
discouraged. But the Mason velocity idea proves at once 
of interest to him, because he sees his way to success in 
fast playing. From the same Bystem of technic the child 
learns to use rhythm in the playing of runs of all kinds,and 
when he findB one in a piece he gives it the correct ac¬ 
cents and thus he lets its rhythm carry him successfully 
through the passage. For rhythm has a strong “ carry¬ 
ing” capacity;thereismomentuminrhythm. Bytheprac¬ 
tice of rhythmic scales and arpeggios that require several 
repetitious for completion, the pupil attains the desirable 
ability to “ see the end from the beginning,” meantime 
controlling finger effort and movement, applying mind as 
well as muscle. The lack of this ability of mind control 
is a common source of stumbling. The mind fails to 
grasp the musical and technical intricacies of the passage 
more than the fingers fail because of their own inability 
to execute. 
* * * 
* * 
One of the leading features of the “ New Education,” 
is that the child is to be kept interested by making 
•his work pleasing. His work must be to him a 
pleasure and not a task. It is not in the nature of 
yoang children to look into the future, to do present 
work for future pleasure. Teachers of the better class 
begin to recognize that there is a musical, as well as a 
mechanical technic; in other words, the fingers must he 
drilled into a free delivery of musical impressions, as 
well as to move with facility and mechanical certainty. 
Wb often see pupils, players, who constantly stumble, 
who have studied years, yet are not good performers. 
They have talent, are musical, but do not play well. By 
a careful investigation it will usually be found that they 
have a poor mental control of the hand, and all that goes 
to make touch and technic in the broader sense. If they 
happen to play well it is “luck,” and they never feel 
certain of themselves. These are the players who * ‘ can’t 
play for any one,” the “ nervous ” players. They “al¬ 
ways break down.” The fault is easily found. The 
preceding paragraphs cover the ground where they lack. 
To summarize : They have practiced in a mechanical, 
brainless, unmusical, and rhythmiclesB way. Their work 
and study has not given them a musical control; they can ¬ 
not make the “fingers sing.” Their .fingering has been 
haphazard and uncontrolled, therefore they never can go 
through a passage with certainty, for the tyrannical power 
of habit has been to them an impleading to defeat in¬ 
stead of an angel guiding them to snccess. And it mast 
be fally understood that the immense power of habit ap¬ 
plies with as great force to ways of thinking as to wayB 
of, working, to brains as well as to fingers. Hence the 
necessity of working On rhythmical and melodic material, 
guiding every movement by .discriminating thought. 
All of this the Mason Technic secures in the shortest and; 
best manner.-. 
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THE INTELLECTUAL OULTUBE OF 
MUSICIANS, 
BY THKO. O. KNAUFF. 
It has been said that musicians are people of shallow 
mind, vain, conceited, of^ violent temper. So far as the 
remark applies to expert performers or teachers there 
may be some truth in it, for several good reasons. Not 
but that there are in; both branches men of liberal educa¬ 
tion and of well-balanced minds, but these would be the 
first to appreciate the truth of the statement, knowing the 
dangers they have run and the great effort required to 
prevent such an effect of their chosen occupation. 
To become an expert artist, even a person of great 
natural abilities must devote a life-time to the work of 
preparation to overcome even the mechanical difficulties, 
particularly of modern requirements. He must begin 
early in life. If he devotes, say ten hours daily to 
practice, whether from choice or otherwise, it uses up 
the greater part of the available day. Education in 
other departments must suffer. The body must have 
somb other exercise to live, which requires some time. 
Some mote is required for rest, eating, and sleep. After 
a prolonged siege at the' instrument the mind is in no 
condition for other effort, even for easy reading. In 
this way some artists suffer who have begun in early 
life. 
A person who adopts the profession after having pro¬ 
cured a liberal education is hampered from the Btart. 
His age is too great to get the best out of muscles and 
habit. Such a person, when, from force of will, he sets 
himself the task of becoming an expert, finds at first the 
work intolerably irksome. He has not learned the 
application to such distasteful occupation, distasteful 
because of the great amount and the monotony. He 
finds the effect on his mind very narrowing. _ He cannot 
think properly. His mind becomes sluggish. If he 
were playing over even familiar music for the sake of 
enjoyment of the,, music the result would not be the 
same.' Such use of music is not narrowing to the mind. 
What he is doing partakes of the nature 1 wood-sawing. 
Even the most divine composition, practiced say for the 
thousandth time, with the attention not on its beauties, 
but to watch for errors in the performance, becomes as 
it were a piece of wood to be^sawed at. It is, to all 
intents and purposes, no morev than a five-finger exer¬ 
cise for the time being. If the attention is diverted to 
the enjoyment of the music itself, the effect of the prac¬ 
tice is in danger of being lost. A wood sawyer, in fact, 
has the advantage. He can do his work mechanically 
with his mind elsewhere. With the musician the case 
is different. He cannot set up a story book and read 
while his muscles are getting their required training. 
He cannot let his mind wander for an instant. He has 
to form habits for the mind as well as of the body. 
Even smoking while practicing, which some resort to to 
relieve the monotony, is apt to make the attention flag. 
Once let a mistake occur, and the passage not only has 
to be done over coirectly, but it has to be repeated 
at' least three or four times as often to get back to the 
degree of excellence which existed before the mistake 
occurred. The mind, directing the muscles, is a crea¬ 
ture of habit as well as the body. The mind says, play 
a certain succession of noteB in a certain way, and 
the muscles do it and acquire the habit. The correct 
habit, which can be broken by an error, is the mind’s 
habit as well aB the body’s. And it would Beem as if 
the mind shared the general perversity of human things, 
the tendency to evil. 
Of course, this effect of exhaustive mechanical prac¬ 
tice on the mind is shown in proportion to the amount 
of snch practice. It iB a thing that shonld be carefully 
watched. An artist is not improving himself by driving 
beyond a certain point in acquiring the mastery of his 
instrument. He is rather injuring himself. To be a 
perfect artist, capable of rightly interpreting the greatest 
authors, he must have a perfect mind. He mast not be 
a one-sided person. An! undeveloped mind is a dis¬ 
eased mind, and if faulty in one direction is apt to be 
faulty in another. A person so diseased is apt not to 
see himself as others see him. He develops eccentric¬ 
ities. He even thinks such eccentricities in others a 
mark of genius and blindly adopts them. His mind is 
prone to shallowness, which includes vanity and conceit. 
These -latter are far from a conscious ability of power, 
knowing the superiority which one with a calm, well- 
developed mind can impress upon a person without 
giving the least offense. 
If such mental effect is noticeable in performers, what 
is it with teachers? It is often said that the best teach¬ 
ers, by which is usually meant the best performers, are 
the most violent tempered. In some cases this is true. 
Not only has such a teacher had to go through with 
the same exhaustive practice to fit himself for the work, 
which has to some extent at least influenced his mind 
and produced nervous irritability and temper, but in 
addition he has had to stand a great deal of the harder 
work of listening to and superintending pnpils who are 
doing the very same labor he has been over. Now his 
labor is more trying. The attention required is the 
same, hut the ability to correct is limited. He hears, 
even with the best pnpils, the same mistakes made over 
and*" over again, notwithstanding hiB care and fore¬ 
thought. Gentle means do not avail. Finally, patience 
gftes way under the strain and temper results, and the 
more as he himself is superior enough to appreciate the 
dangers of each wrong doing. Hence expert perform- r ¬
ers, if they teach at all and can so afford, will take only 
advanced pnpils, in the effort to lighten the wear and 
tear. Generally, teaching is'very disastrous to their 
executive ability. Every snch disturbance of temper 
reacts upon the teacher, unbalancing his mind, and to 
that extent unfits him for his own profession as a per¬ 
former. 
Teaching and performing are two essentially different 
occupations, requiring different training and abilities. 
It may be said that to a certain extent no expert player 
shonld be a teacher, and no one who is fitting himself to 
teach should ever try to become a noted performer. The 
most that the latter can safely do is to listen to the per¬ 
formance of another and give an opinion, which the 
teacher should follow out. The teacher is the trainer 
to the athlete. He need not necessarily be in condition 
to win the race himself. The expert artist is the judge 
at the finish. 
A person fitted to worry with the beginner shonld 
have naturally the virtue of patience, and to a large 
degree. This is not usually part of the outfit of .the 
nervous temperament of the successful artist. Possibly 
the female organization possesses more of the require¬ 
ments than can he found in man. It is the same nature 
which is shown in the mother, who can soothe a fretful 
child day in and day out without the first exhibition of 
temper, even though she may bejno drudge otherwise, 
but be well fitted for better things. What man with the 
mental ability to charm by the hour cultivated human 
beings of either sex, in conversation or by marked lite¬ 
rary ability, would have the patience to sit down to the 
family stocking basket and do the distasteful darning by 
the honr, simply because it was necessary, and without 
injury to the mind? And yet snch people exist among 
women.—Philadelphia Times. 
A WORD TO YOUNG TEACHERS. 
BY CHABLES W. PETTE. 
Two things shonld constantly be borne in mind by 
the young teacher, “ Don’t attempt too little,” “ Don’t 
attempt too much.” Do you find competitors, young 
and old, who are neglecting the study of touch, finger 
development, correct interpretation, etc., and, just 
giving their pupils “such lovely pieces” and no hard 
work to do ? Don’t grow discouraged and abandon your 
good intentions, formed at the beginning of your teach¬ 
ing career, to always do good work, but persevere in 
your efforts, and you will come out all right in tKfe-end. 
Don’t be led away by the apparent success of such com¬ 
petitors and be tempted to do too little, bat do the best 
work of which you are capable and rest serenely confi¬ 
dent that your work will tell by-and-by. 
The next “don’t”r-“Don’t do too much”—I’m 
afraid will meet with a chorus of dissenting voices from 
our friends—some of the other contributors of The 
Etude. For after reading dozens of contributions in 
The Etude and other musical journals npon this subject, 
one is almost tempted to believe that only ideal pnpils 
and ideal conditions await the young teacher, but that 
thiB is not the case every, young teacher’s experience 
will amply testify. The truth is, we will have to take 
pupils aB we find them, good, bad, and indifferent—fro® 
the homes of wealth and moderate circumstances, from 
the educated and ignorant classes.r 
I don’t wish to lower the ideal toward which the 
young teacher is striving by one word that I shall say, 
but rather to ease the consciousness of snch as are doing 
things in their work from policy’s sake and things that 
are not always strictly defensible from the idealists’ view 
point. 
Many young teachers are engaged in their work from 
sheer necessity. Oftentimes they are the children of 
poor parents and find it necessary to teach in oirder to 
the continuance of their own studies, and thus be still 
more ably fitting themselves for their life-work. For 
such an one it is absolutely necessary that they should 
cater in a degree to the ignorance of pupil and parent. 
For the loss of a pupil to them would mean much; not 
the mere financial loss involved in the loss of one pnpil, 
but each pupil has a circle of friends that failure in the 
one case would for long years perhaps bar the teacher 
from. c 
Then, too, notwithstanding the outcry against cheap 
teachers, yet I maintain that the young teacher can be 
nothing else than a cheap teacher. 
For it iB only after reputation is established for doing 
good work that good prices can be obtained. And how 
is Bach a reputation to be established? Only by being 
able to get pnpils along rapidly and well. Certainly not 
by dropping pupil after pupil because they could not 
reach the teacher’s ideal, but the rather by taking each 
one just found and doing the best possible with t.hem. 
“ ;The young teacher will find it necessary to teach 
many years before he finds that all that he say “ goes,” 
before courses and methods can be dictated. If yon can’t 
always give classics or the better class of modern com¬ 
positions, occasionally throw in a little “ trash.” Of 
course, you’ll feel the prickings of conscience, but it 
cannot be avoided, for you must retain your pupils and 
you must keep them interested. Of course the ideal is 
to be kept in mind all the time and the pnpil led toward 
it but not always by the most direct path. 
Doubtless you that have stood by the seashore and 
watched the incoming tide have noticed a wave break 
higher than its fellowp, then for several minutes the 
succeeding waves have fallen short of this high water 
mark, until yon, perhaps, have imagined that the tide 
was receding and not advancing; bnt a wet foot has 
admonished yon to retreat up the beach, as the mighty 
flood was gradually creeping inward. And so by a 
series of progressions and retrogressions high tide has 
been reached. 
Learn a lesson from old ocean, young teachers, keep 
your ideal ever before you, and if stern necessity compete 
a retrogression only let it be temporary, and to gather 
strength for a farther advance. Do all that is possible 
under any given circumstance. Put in a good piece 
here and there. Take particular pains to show the 
pupil the beauties of the good and expose the common¬ 
places of the bad. When yon find the pupil is becoming 
listless and apathetic and only doing perfunctory work, 
and the ignorant parent beginning to find fault, let a 
bright popular piece be the antidote. Afterward give 
something good again and strive to awaken interest-by 
relating some story connected with the piece. If you 
don’t know a story, invent one in keeping with the 
character of the piece. Or give something that in your 
own pupil-days you had difficulties, with. Relate the 
difficulties, and the pupil will try to conquer them aB you 
did. Awaken a healthy rivalry by giving- two or three 
pupite the same piece and tell each one just how the 
other is doing. 
By these and kindred means the pupils’ interest can 
be kept active. Don’t grow discouraged, but look hope¬ 
fully to the future and do the best you can. 
SCHUMANN’S PECULIARITIES. 
Schumann often was very absent-minded, and he had 
a habit of whistling in company, oblivions of all around 
him. One evening he was invited to a dinner at the 
house of his friend. Mine. Henriette Voght, of Leipsic, 
to meet a number of gueBts. Hie arrived very late, after 
the repast had began. He bowed hastily to the com¬ 
pany, spoke to none, but hurrying to the piano began 
extemporizing. After awhile he arose, with an expres¬ 
sion of satisfaction on his face, strolled around the room 
whistling an air, and then rushing to the door disap¬ 
peared, and was seen no more that evening. 
On another occasion he visited his friend Dorn, 
sainted him, and then took a seat opposite his host, bnt 
spoke not a word. -In vain did Dorn try to.engage him 
in conversation. Schumann listened with amiable 
attention, smiled, showed interest, but never opened his 
lips. At last Dorn ceased to speak, and the two friendB 
remained silent for some time, gazing abstractedly at 
each othei^. Snddenly Schumatfn arose, extended his 
hand to Dorn, and said: 
“ When I come to Cologne again I will call on you.” 
“Do so,” replied his friend; “and we will have 
another opportunity of being mate and silent together.” 
Schumann blushed slightly, then laughed heartily and 
departed.-—Exchange. 
People “begin to play, and don’t get into the swing 
until they have played one or two measures. The moto, 
the beat of the piece, ought to have began in the mind, 
in the feeling of the performer, before he puts a finger 
on. the keyboard.—Sir Stemdale Bennett. 
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ACOOMPASYIM. 
E. A. SMITH. 
It reqaires a great deal of skill to be a good accom¬ 
panist. -Hard work and abundant technical ability will 
not alone suffice ; good judgment will not do it; nor will 
fine reasoning or argumentative powers accomplish it. 
At a critical moment and instantaneously the mind 
has not the time to reason and weigh results, any more 
than the chemist has time to reason whether he mnst 
close the eye in order to preserve the sight when a dan¬ 
gerous compound explodes in his hand—-for the nerves 
and muscles act involuntarily. A quality more subtle than 
the reasoning faculties is thus required. Mayhap it is 
the sixth sense—-intuition—or perchance it is the sweet 
spirit of sympathy ; but by whatever name it is called, 
there is need of its possession, and one who haB it not 
may safely lay aside all ambitions to ever becoming a 
successful accompanist. 
The practice of playing accompaniments is invaluable 
to every student. It gives greater freedom of interpreta¬ 
tion, develops the cantabile and lyric style so indis¬ 
pensable to every pianist, encourages precision and 
attack, while to properly support the soloist at a critical 
point brings both credit and delight, and the exhilaration 
of such a moment is not to be forgotten. 
People who are not extremely sensitive cannot be 
easily impressed—hence, the musical temperament must 
be a sensitive one, a temperament that feels the most 
of sorrow,'that is soonest oveijoyed; plastic as the nega¬ 
tive, which instantaneously reproduces an impression akin 
to life itself; quick to perceive and reflect every emotion 
of the human heart, possessing the power to make others 
also share it. 
One’s individuality must always be subjective to the 
soloist. Recall the difference in the rendering of the 
same song by two people. The interpretation offers as 
marked a contrast as do the lights and shadows of a 
landscape; but the accompanist must adapt himself 
to each, temporarily, melting his own individuality into 
moulds cast by another. Nature is never subjective— 
there is individuality in every department. Even crush 
a blade of grass and it still preserves its own identity. 
Man alone seems to possess the ability to adapt himself 
to meet the requirements and wishes of others. It is not 
difficult to mark one’s own path, but to follow the caprice 
of another, there is no law nor guide. Many soloists 
make it very difficult to accompany well. They are so 
cold one must be an iceberg too if he would travel in 
the same company. Others are so intense one can never 
tell just how, when, or where will be the phrase climax— 
but woe be to the accompanist juBt the same should he 
fail to catch the flash and inspiration of the moment, 
but catching it ever so well is not the task, after all, 
apt to be a thankless one ? 
SINGLE-HANDED SCALE PEAOTIOE. 
BY 0. W. GRIMM. 
ing them as they would in playing a melody by 
Beethoven or Chopin. But this minute attention to 
quality and beauty of tone can only be gained by prac¬ 
ticing scales single-handed. The scale should sonnd 
unbroken; it must flow along like a liquid mass. The 
fingering (passing over and under) should show no 
audible break, the scale must never sound like a string 
of tones grouped alternately by threes and fours. It is 
just in these things to which the practicing of scales 
with both hands is most liable, because the “little” 
faults are only too readily covered up by the playing of 
the other hand. The “little” defects are really the 
things that should not occur. Remember that being 
great in such little things makes an artist. 
Some teachers may think that, after the pupil is quite 
advanced and can avoid all the faults, it would be. a 
saving of time to let the left hand practice while the 
right hand does its share. To this is to be remarked 
that there is not so much gain to be derived from prac¬ 
ticing scales an octave apart with the hands together 
after all. Scafls for both hands an octave apart do not 
appear often in pieces, but so much oftener do Beales 
appear in thirds, sixths, tenths, in contrary, motion, etc. 
By practicing these forms more benefit will be derived 
than by the everlasting two-handed practice of scales 
with' the hands an octave apart. But no matter how 
far advanced the player, he must always respect his 
single handed practice of scales. Since quality (='beauty 
of tone) is preferable to quantity (= speed), it is impor¬ 
tant that scales are practiced only in a moderate tempo, 
so that all those “ little things ” can be heard. Practice 
scales staccato as well, and as often, as legato. Do not 
forget to shade. For instance,1 crescendo going up and 
decrescendo going down, or vice versa." Let the cres¬ 
cendos and decrescendos be very gradual. 
That some of the greatest pianists, in spite of all 
their fame for perfection, still continue to practice the 
scales single handed, and that they practice them very 
slowly, is certainly sufficient reason for iis to direct the 
scale practice of pupils on the same principles. 
When you practice scales with both hands do not 
waste time on scales in octaves. Defects are less appar¬ 
ent in octaves because of the coalescence of octave 
tones, readily covering up the imperfect playing of one 
of the hands. If you want to have the full benefit of 
two-handed scale playing, then practice the scales in 
■ every other form but that of the hands playing the same 
•letter simultaneously. ^ 
Altogether, the practice of two-handed scale playing 
can be postponed until the pupil has mastered the first 
grades; but a beginner should never practice a scale 
, with both hands, least of all with the hands an octave 
apart. „ 
NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
It is a custom with so many teachers to have pupils 
play scales with both hands in octaves as soon as possi¬ 
ble. Hardly has the pupil become capable of playing a 
scale single-handed, when he is requested to play the 
scale with both hands. Probably it has induced many 
teachers to make this , demand because, as a rule,, the 
scale for the left hand is printed in the instruction books 
beneath the scale for the right hand, aB if it were in¬ 
tended to be played with the.latter. 
Never teach the scales from a book. Scales ought 
always to be learned from memory. Do not proceed 
any faster with teaching the scales than pupils can 
memorize them. In explaining the importance of scale; 
practice to pupils, be careful to avoid making the im¬ 
pression that scale practice is an inevitable punishment 
to all who join the class of piano players. A person 
disgusted with his work will never accomplish anything. 
Scales are considered the foundation of all melodies, 
therefore insist on the scales being played melodiously. 
Make pupilB respect scales as old and honorable melo- 
dies, and make them bestow the same attention toplay- 
THE PIANIST’S ART. By Adolphe Cabpe. 
~ Musical literature is being constantly enriched by 
networks of criticism, aesthetics,^nd technics, as well 
as biography. It is a healthful sign that there is so 
much activity along this line. And, what is still better, 
there is much of originality in the new writings. ■ Musi¬ 
cians are thinking for themselves and evolving new 
theories which are arousing thought and research. Of 
this character is the work before us. It is not a mere 
book of rules to be learned and, perchance, forgotten, 
but thoughts to be pondered over and developed. The 
plan of the book is Technic, Fingering, Expression, 
Character, and an outline of Piano Literature, given in 
so many chapters. 
While the subject of Technic is given perhaps in too 
general a- manner—-there seems to be a species of elu¬ 
siveness about it—-there is truth and common sense in 
it. The chapter on fingering is a very interesting history 
of the development of this department of piano playing, 
and the reader will certainly be much wiser after itB 
perusal, 
The chapters on Expression and Character are ori¬ 
ginal and valuable. To enter into detail would consume 
to much space, for there is much room for discussion, 
and there may be some who would dissent to certain 
views held by the atithor; but as a stimulus to investiga¬ 
tion and an educator they will do good, ■ 
An outline of piano literature concludes the volume 
with a most interesting history, concise but full of points 
to be remembered, of pianoforte muBic, with valuable 
comments on composer and composition. 
Every musician, young or old, whether he be at the 
beginning, midway, or near the close of his professional 
career, should have his well-chosen library of musical 
works; if not large, then carefully selected to cover the 
ground of musicianship. Such an one should add this 
work to his list for its intrinsic value; both for what it 
contains and for the inspiration it will give. It is well 
gotten up, and bears the imprint of Lyon & Healy, 
Chicago, It can be gotten through the publisher of 
The Etude. A. L. Manchester. 
THE PIANO: SCIENTIFIC, TECHNICAL, AND 
PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS RELATING TO 
Tuning, regulating, and toning. By 
Daniel Spillane. Published by Edward Lyman 
Bill, New York. 
It is usually expected that the artisan shall understand 
the character and construction of his tools; the engineer 
at least something of what is needful to keep his machine 
in running order ; bat as a rale the pianist knows liter¬ 
ally nothing of the construction of nig instrnment and 
is utterly helpless in the face of slight derangements. 
The piano action is a mystery to him, and the reasons 
for, or, better, the laws controlling, the securing of good 
tone quality and durability^ are nnknown to him. 
Acoustics as well as mechanics enter into the putting 
forth of a good piano. Acoustics especially and me¬ 
chanics to a .degree should be studied by the piano 
teacher, that the resulting knowledge may be need for 
the good of students. 
The work before ns details in an interesting style and 
with clearness what every one interested in the piano 
should know. Although intended for young tuners, it is 
very valuable to the teacher, and certainly should be in 
every musical library beside the same author’s “ History 
of the American Pianoforte.” Its chapters on Tuning, 
Tone and Tone Production, The Upright Action, The 
Grand Action, The Sounding Board and its Acoustics 
will repay study. 
To secure, study and become thoroughly familiar with 
this and kindred works but carries out the principle of 
breadth which should underlie every teacher’s daily 
work. " A. L. Manchester. 
ABROAD AND AT HOME. By Morris Phillips, 
editor of the Home Journal. New York: Brentanos. 
This is a handy volume devoted to practical hints and 
subjects of interest to tourists. It is concisely and 
1 acidly written and is an encyclopedia of information for 
the traveling public. The original volume was pub¬ 
lished about one year ago, passing, in the first three 
monthB, through as many large editions. The present 
edition has been revised, enlarged, and greatly improved, 
containing many pages of new and valuable matter alike 
helpful and interesting to European tourists an<d Amer¬ 
ican travelers. There are special chapters devoted to 
the metropolises, snch as London and Paris, minute 
attention being given to hotels Rnd superior boarding 
houses, or pensions, means of conveyance by railroad, 
street cars, carriages, basses, etc., etc. “ London on 
Wheels,” the first chapter of the book, will prove es- Eecially interesting to those to whom it is a mystery 
ow five million of people “get about” to their daily 
avocations and homes. A great many popular restaur¬ 
ants are mentioned, thus enabling the sight-seer to save 
time and expense by knowing where to find a desirable 
place for midday luncheon. Paris is given as careful 
attention as London and other English cities of note, 
among them the beautiful “Bath” and its attractions, 
its healing springs and surrounding magnificent country. 
The table of “ Places of Interest and Time for Visiting 
Them ” (in Paris) will prove an invaluable aid to the 
sightseer, not only by locating all snch points as theaters, 
’public buildings, parks, mus6es, monuments, etc., bat 
also by giving means of conveyance and rates for snch. 
Among the London attractions described is “Bleak 
House,” immortalized by Dic^ns in his-famous novel 
under that title. 
The names and addresses of Ambassadors, Consuls, 
and bankers are given, also churches, with the hour for 
services. Italy and Switzerland as well as England and 
France have been given alike careful attention, travel by 
rail and water and conveniences after reaching the 
terminnB from far or near. 
As a hand-book for the numerous cure or pleasure, 
winter or summer, resorts of . the United States it iB un¬ 
excelled, Of each and every point, north, south, east, or 
west, cities, highlands, mountains, lakes, or -shores, with 
a special chapter devoted to Chicago and its hotels, a 
brief description is given. 
The writer can only add-that there are so many sides 
and hues to this prismatic volume that it must be read to 
be appreciated. Not only is it helpful to Americans 
who wish to know about the “across the ocean ferry,” 
but it will also prove of great usefulness to the country¬ 
men of M. P. who may travel, or who would like to 
travel-, westward. 
Thoroughness is Letter than cheap applause, and an 
inexhaustible patience that works on and bides its time 
shall not fail'oT its reward. s\ 
lt>« tV±±Jdj ETUDE 
LETTERS PROM A COUNTRY TEACHER. 
BY F. HERBST. 
Remote from the centers of musical art life, in the 
smaller cities and country towns, the'profession of music 
teaching presents some peculiar phases. In fact, it is 
modified in nearly1 every aspect to a degree little known 
to our city cousin. 
Some of the most important means and aids in teach- 
No concerts or recitals by artists ing are l&cking. 
of acknowledged standing, rarely even an individual 
whose playing is superior or even equal to that of the 
country teacher; no large stocks of sheet music to 
seleet from,no stock of the cheap collective editions of 
Litolff, Peters, etc., no stock of studies and 6tudes either 
technical or artistic. The highest attainment is a stock 
of ten-cent music and a few fifty-cent trash collections. 
The band plays quicksteps on inBtrnments out of tune 
with each other and with themselves, but with ardor and 
energy (especially in the harmony instruments) worthy 
Of a better result The churches have amateur choirs 
and Moody and Sankey hymns—energy and result like 
the band. A musical atmosphere simply does not exist; 
and piano playing is grudgingly allowed a place in the 
curriculum of the girls (unworthy of attention by the 
boys) because Fashion, the almighty goddess, seems to 
require it. 
The tuning of the pianos and the periodical cleaning of 
the reed organs happens, as Providence sees fit, to send 
along ten tramp tuners in three weeks or none at all in 
eighteen months. And such tuners I Some rub the case 
with furniture polish and leave the action as duBty as 
they find it. Some drop the piano to the new concert 
pitch, regardless of the fact that there is not a cornet or 
clarionet in the'Community that can be used with it. 
Some polish the key-board with alcohol, and leave a 
mute GBh^string which they broke accidentally and can¬ 
not replace. 
And last comes the insidious piano salesman, who 
, offers you $20.00 if you will help him sell a $200.00 
piano for about $500.00. Add to this, that only in 
exceptional cases we find any understanding and conse¬ 
quently appreciation of good work, and the induce¬ 
ments to become a country teacher are faithfully enu¬ 
merated. 
, But there is one oasis in the desert. Frequently you 
will find in these small places an orchestra which, as 
regards quality, is far ahead of its surroundings. Often 
it consists only of violin, cornet, clarionet, and piano ; 
but the music used is good and the rendering fair. Do 
not despise these men because they play for dancing 
partieB and for the traveling troupes which frequent the 
opera house. If they did not, they could not keep up \ 
their organization. 
They are nearly always amateurs, since their earnings 
in the music line pay rarely more than the expenses for 
music, instruments, etc. 
Of course, there are many exceptions to the rule 
which this picture portrays. In nearly every place one . 
or more extenuating circumstance will be found; in 
nearly every place thereare a few families where good 
music is understood a™ appreciated. But such cases 
are exceptional, and the public opinion of a plaee is not 
moulded by these few. 
What is the remedy?- In ourselves, fellow country 
teachers; must we find it. 
The dear public can be taught and is willing to be 
taught—by, men and women, or rather by ladies and 
gentlemen, who have tact and discretion. 
In the first place, look to yonr own playing.. It is not 
necessary to play big pieces with big names. Take good 
music, but exercise some judgment. Let the pieces be 
full of melody, sharply defined in rhythm, and not too 
. complicated in harmony. 
Insist on being paid for playing at entertainments, 
unless it is a benefit for a public institution (poor fund, 
public'library, etc.) or unless yon have private reasons 
for the contrary (such as belonging to a certain church). 
It is not good policy to give away the fruitB of years of 
labor. The public generally will appreciate you in the 
exact proportion of what it pays to hear you perform; 
and while this standard is not claimed to be the 
highest morally, it is the one that^gives yonr influence 
weight.^/ 
Next, give private recitals of your pupilB. Admit 
none but your, scholars and whom else yon cannot avoid 
inviting. Remember yon mast create musical interest 
in the few before a musical atmosphere is a possibility. 
One public recital a year is an elegant sufficiency; but 
when you give one, get a crowd—a big crowd; by fair 
meand if you can; if not, get a crowd anyhow. 
Ask your scholars to take musical papers, preferably 
The Etude, and see that they are read. Ask questions 
about the contents of certain articles, mark passages to 
call special attention to them, etc., as the case may 
need. After a while you may see yonr way dear to have 
some of the articles discussed at the private recitals. 
Get a stock of music on sale. Think over what kind 
of music, studies, etc., yon may need and how much. 
Give a clear statement of these needs to yonr muBic 
house, and don’t be afraid of a few cents express or 
postage charges. 
If possible, learn tuning and be independent. If you 
cannot do that, make out a list of towns 6n your rail¬ 
road to the nearest city, and then write to the piano 
house there and ask them if they cannot establish snch 
a route for a tuner to pass over, say three times a year, 
at stated intervals. Don’t accept any but a good man, 
who will always do good work, but when you have fonnd 
one, stick to him. 
Never take a commission for selling an instrument; 
better yet—don’t sell any.- It isn’t any of your busi¬ 
ness ; it hurts your professional standing, destroys your 
influence, and lowers your personal dignity. If people 
want your opinion in selecting an instrument, tell them 
the truth as best you know; examine carefully, study 
piano building and all pertaining thereto—but let the 
buyer, and only the buyer] pay you for your services'. 
If circumstances allow, play in the orchestra. Yon 
will learn more about quality of tone, dynamics, and 
phrasing there than you will by study or experiment on 
your keyboard. Playing parts and accompaniments 
well is one of the most difficult branches of our work. 
Finally, let us get rid of the idea that true art will 
ever be served by votaries whose only motives are 
financial greed or selfish ambition for fame and renown. 
Our duty is to do our very best toward lifting our small 
corner of the world one step higher in the scale of in¬ 
tellectual and spiritual development. 
LETTERS PE0M A MUSIC TEACHER THIRTY 
YEARS AGO. 
BY NELLIE, THE MUSIC TEACHER. 
The Pines, October 16, 1863. 
Eureka ! Eureka 1 My first music pupil; but please do 
not waste any of your pin money, my dear Countess, in 
sending me a telegram of congratulations. “I will 
meekly wait and murmur not” until I receive them by 
letter. , 
Yon remember when we were at boarding school how 
often I used to boast of the wonderful progress my first 
pupil would make, and that my reputation as a first- 
class teacher should begin with the very first lesson. 
I had given that lesson in my mind many times, and 
this was the order of it 
Teach the letters on the key-hoard; 
Letters of bhse and treble clef ; 
Six scale chords in key. of C, and about four pages 
of “Richardson’s Instruction Book.” I chose Richard- 
'son’s, because it was used for beginners at the time I 
was at the Lyons Musical Academy. 
I had pictured the rosy-cheeked, ambitious little girl 
at my side as being so interested, and under my im¬ 
proved method of teaching comprehending everything 
at a glance and begging for a longer lesson. 
Alas! my dear, the first pupil is an old lady nearly 
fifty years of age, with ten of the stiffest, boniest fingers 
eyes ever beheld. She wears a black lace cap, trimmed 
at each side with loops of narrow green ribbon intertwined 
with sprays of forget-me-nots,, that “ keep time, time, 
time, in a sort of (looney) rhyme, to the bonynabula- 
tion” of those fingers on the keys, keys, keys. 
Bat let mectell yon how it all happened. Firstly, the 
lady’s husband is one of those village luminaries whose 
light is never hidden under a bushel. He considers him¬ 
self as important a factor to the welfare of society^ as 
the sun is to the earth—in fact, iB a walking pomposity, 
and tries to make every one stand in awe of him. 
He has recently built a large brick house, of which he 
is immensely proud, and has a new piano that eclipses 
every other in the country. As there was no one to 
bring forth “harmonious sounds” from it, he concluded 
to let Mrs. W. take lesBonB, and she in torn could instruct 
the two daughters. 
As I had received a thorough course of training in 
music, I was elected to the honor (?) of becoming said 
Mrs. W.’s teacher. 
Can yon imagine the misery that first lesson caused 
me and the deep abyss my pride went tumbling into ? 
No, my dear, yon cannot, and never will be able to, 
for you are not a mnsic teacher. 
I reached the brick mansion promptly on time, Thurs¬ 
day. Mrs. W. had donned her best dreBS and cap for 
the occasion, and the three children, aged respectively 
ten, twelve, and fourteen (the latter a son), were ranged 
around the piano “to see mother take her lesson.” 
Mrs. W. seemed rather shaky, I noticed, but, bless 
your heart, no more so than I was, for by the time I had 
seated myself at her left, by the way—my original, per¬ 
fect method of teaching had taken flight and I heartily 
wished pianos had never been invented. For once, 
though I know yon will hardly credit me for it, yonr 
friend was absolutely speechless. Fortunately for me 
at that moment a wasp, of which I should have been 
horribly afraid at any other time, alighted on middle C 
and walked leisurely along to the C above. I shall al¬ 
ways have great respect for wasps hereafter, for that one 
brought an idea to my empty brain, and I asked Mrs. 
W., in a weak voice, if she knew the letters. “Well, 
some of them,” was the almost whispered reply. 
“And, do you know the noteB and their value?” I 
continued, with a sudden crescendo that made the little 
woman jump nearly off the piano stool. “ Well, I don’t 
believe I do.” 
After making a few incoherent remarks about seven 
letters and seven kinds of notes, a happy thought came 
in the shape of one of Mr. Sherwood’s finger exercises, 
and I proceeded to give it. 
Poor Mrs. W., how the fingers trembled, and the cap 
ribbons flattered, and the voice squeaked, as I suggested 
counting aloud. The youngest of the trio laughed, and 
the mother Btopped to frown at her and say, iu a very 
reproachful tone, “Victoria Eugenia I” 
Then, as she had “ lost her place in the exercise ” by 
doing so, we had to begin all over. Soon a wrong finger 
was uBed, and as I corrected that mistake a smothered 
giggle came from the other side of the instrument, and 
the reproving look and reproachful tone was bestowed 
upon “Christina Isabella I” 
Again the place was lost, and we began anew, and 
when we had finished the exercise the time was np, and 
all I had been able to cram in my first pupil’s brain 
was one poor little mutilated exercise. 
i Mrs. W. seemed perfectly satisfied, however, and in¬ 
formed me that she “ did not expect to become a great 
player, but she wanted to be able to amuse herself and 
children.” I felt like assuring her she would be able 
to amuse any one for whom she might perform. 
Before leaving I took “ Richardson’s ” from its wrap¬ 
pings and remarked that the next time I came she would 
probably be able to talj:e a lesson from the instruction 
book I had bought for her. 
“ Oh I ” she replied, “ I have a lesson book; Mr. W. 
bought it in New York. He has a consin that iB a splendid 
player and she took out^jf this, and Mr. W. wouldn’t like 
to have me take from anything else,” and she thrust 
“ Bertini’s ” into my hands. 
I squirmed through Bertini’s twice between the ages 
of six and nine years, and each page is connected with 
scoldings and quarts of tears.' How I shall enjoy giving 
lessons from it. 
Send on yonr congratulation my dear Countess, and 
wish me success in guiding Mrs. W.’s wooden-like fingers 
to the realms of Beethoven and Mendelssohn by way of 
Bertini’s “ Lesson Book.” L 














JT5 1469 Confess ion. 
4yeu, 
No better word than AVPU”could express the meaning of this delicateand charming tone poem! 
The plaintive melody of the first eight measures suggestsa tender love song, .enhanced by 
the syncopated accompaniment. 
The second period— measures 9 until 17—seems like an answer of a coquettish maiden, 
bright and cheerful and already aware of what her lover desires to confess . The love 
duett continues throughout the second verse, ending happily in the last three measures, 
which peacefully die away. 
A musical touch and the proper use of the pedals are the most important requisites to 
carry out the composer^ intention! —Listen carefully to your own playing and observe, 
that the tone is always mellow and round. The right Pedal is not meant to produce 
more volume of tone, but is simply to join the notes ahd thereby lend the tone a certain 
elasticity and singing quality. , 
Edited by F. yon Westernhagen. Ed. Schiitt, Op.30 No.2. 
Andante cantabile. J = 84 x % 
U-'l U-^lb-^1 U-^1 L—^1 I. U—i L--iL—I U-^1 
L^I L^I L^l i 
unpocopiu moto i 3 x 5_i 
2 3 1 2 1 
1^1 
? I 
& It is advisable to practice the melody alone without the octave J). The latter ^should- be 
played non legato and softly, like an accompaniment to a song. I 
This measure may be used as a preparatory study for correct pedaling. 
Copyright 1898 hy Theo Pressor. 
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un poco piu moto 
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ritard 
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(C) The ritardando must be combined with a diminuendo, so as to indicate the end of the first 
verse. ■ ._ • o 
Confession 2. 











H. NilrnbergyOp.419 No.3 too auick 
This interesting piece will bring into play arm wrist and finger pouches. The^teacher will not 
fail to point out the little bits of contrapuntal imitation scattered here and there .'See bar»2~6 
and 10-14 (a) Heavy arm touch, not too short; hands nearly equal in strength, 
[b) Make accompaniment Leff hand soft. 
Copyright 1898 by Theo Presser. -v 

Hush-a-by, Baby Dear. 
SLUMBER SONG. 








Slum-ber, dear ba - by mine, slum . ber sweet, Close those blue eyes of thine 
Slum-ber, dear ba - by mine, far in the west, Day’s glori-ous sun has set, 
m 
■ i <ki 
Il(>kl 
in rest com_plete. 
has gone to rest; 
All the wee bird _ ies are gone now to sleep 
God’s ho _ ly an . gels their vi _ gil will keep 
rn 
Copyright 1893 by Theo Presser. 




Ba : by must cry no more, but slum.ber deep. 
Guard.ing my darl _ ing in slum _ ber deep. 
Long has the gold _ en sun 
Sweet drems from par - a.dise 
PP 
set in the west; 
be sent to thee, 
■ # 
Ba . by must wake 
But with the mom 
no more, but go to rest, 
ing light come back to me. 
Long did the silv 
Thy smiles and kiss 
PP 
’ry moon shedherpale light; 
es all must be my own * 
Ba - . by must slum _ ber now 











HiiRh_a -by. 3 
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Hush - a 
Hush - a 
by , ba 
by, ba 
by dear, an - gals are near, 






An ■ _ gels will watch thee and 
An_ gels will watch thee and 
by sweet 
by sweet 
be ev . er near, 
be ev _ er near. 
Slum » ber sweet, 
Slum - ber sweet ; 
slum _ ber well; 
slum _ ber well; 
sleep, dear ba . by mine , 
sleep, dear ba . by mine. 
Hush-a-by, 3 
mmWmi 
MUSICAL DOMINO PARTIES. 
The Musical Dominoes have established themselves 
as a highly interesting game for parties of musical 
friends. Perhaps Cincinnati can claim to, have been the 
first city that has made the start in giving a “Musical 
Domino Party.” A lady,-favorably known for her 
choice taste in providing delightful entertainments for 
her guests, invited about twenty-five of her musical 
friends, professionals as well as amateurs, to a “ Musical 
Domino Party.’!. She had five tables, each provided 
with a set of Musical Dominoes. Prom four to six per¬ 
sons were seated at each table. Before the play was 
begun the General Rules for Plating and the rules 
for the Block Game were read aloud, and after that the 
party were requested to try the Block Game, this being 
the best to initiate beginners in Musical Dominoes. It 
is also best to keep up only one form of the game for 
the evening and reserve the other modes of playing for 
the next evenings. Scores gre kept at each table and 
the .person finally gaining the highest number of note- 
values (usually figured out in sixteenths) is proclaimed 
the champion player. Some games are scored by points 
only, others by the number of games won. If it should 
happen that several persons have the same amount on 
their scores, they will have to play a game among them¬ 
selves in order to decide the championship. A souvenir 
of the occasion may be presented to the lucky player. 
The time devoted to the game is about an hour and a 
half, whereupon usually some impromptu musical pro¬ 
gramme may conclude the evening’s entertainment. 
All will be charmed with the new game: parents in 
having found an instructive game, wherewith to enter¬ 
tain themselves with their children, or wherewith their 
children can have an amusement with their musical 
comrades; music teachers will be delighted with the 
game in that it is an unnoticeable but continual cross- 
examination in musical fractions, a branch of know¬ 
ledge in which too many pnpils are very uncertain; even 
the regular domino player will discover all the beauties 
and intricacies of his beloved game preserved in the 
Musical Dominoes, while new features are added by the 
use of the musical characters. The Musical Dominoes 
have so many admirable qualities that we can but 
advise all our readers to procure the game and to 
arrange Musical Domino Parties. They are easily man¬ 
aged and will prove novel and successful. 
MUSIC AS A BREAD-WINNER FOE GIRLS. 
In the musical profession woman stands on a par with 
man. She is never underpaid simply because she is a 
woman, for the fact that she wears petticoats does not 
make her work less good than a man’s. Can this be said 
of young women who earn a precarious living as book¬ 
keepers, stenographers, or clerks ? In the course of her 
musical career she does not need to part with any of her 
womanly attributes. Is it the case with women who are, 
or essay to be, jurists or physicians ? 
The income of the girl who can teach the piano and, 
perhaps, the violin or singing, will alwayB be greater 
than that of her less fortunate sister in the factory or 
counting-room. ' 
_ The question is: Where is a girl to be repaid for the 
time and money spent in the study of music ? The 
answer: In many opera and concert companies she can 
fill honorable and lucrative posts. In hundreds of se¬ 
minaries and common schools she dan earn a good 
salary. From any church she may derive an income as 
organist or singer, which she can add to that from her 
private pupils. In short, ambitious girls who have re¬ 
ceived a good musical education, together with a sub- 
.stantial general education, are in demand everywhere. 
Thus, the young woman who studies bnlj with the view 
of adding to her accomplishments acquires a means of 
livelihood which she would find extremely useful should 
capricious fortune some day force her to earn her bread. 
It may not be out of place to say here that many parents 
employ a woman music teacher to instruct their 
daughters, for reasons which need not be given. 
■Not the least important among the pecuniary advan¬ 
tages that a girl may derive from a musical education 
are: first, that she will be placed in a better position 
from which to marry advantageously ; second, that she 
will be able to give her children a sound preliminary 
muaical education. 
In the United States the musical profession seems, at 
times; to be the exclusive domain of woman. In our 
practical country, a father, fearing to thwart his boy’s 
chances of becoming a President or a Millionaire, seldom 
makeB an artist of him. Therefore, notwithstanding the 
influx of Europeans, the demand for musicians is greater 
than the supply. Colleges and schools frequently write 
to directors of conservatories for competent young 
women music teachers. The music committee of every 
church wants to find better singers and better organists ; 
and every operatic manager searches for good voices and 
good musicians. From these and other reasons that 
would tax the reader’s patience, it may be inferred 
that parents of musically inclined girls cannot invest 
money much more profitably than in the musical educa¬ 
tion of their daughters. 
HOW TO- HELP STUDENTS. 
Perplexities of the child often arise from 11 a vague¬ 
ness, or a total ignorance as to the exact point of diffi¬ 
culty.” Lead yonr pupil first to find and settle upon 
the “precise point” at which he failB to understand; ’ 
and then, if the difficulty does not disappear-(as it often 
will) “ cautiously assist ’ him to apply already known 
principles, and through his own mental efforts to reach 
the proper conclusion. Do not make the off-hand 
remark, “Oh! that’s easy enough!” If the child is 
honestly ambitious, this will wound his pride. Do not 
take the work from his hands and perform it yonrself. 
This tends to weaken hiB self-dependence and to 
diminish his liking for the subject under investigation.— 
Educational News. 
Progress of Musical Taste.—It has been suggested 
that as years pass by there is a slow and steady increase 
in the demand for a higher class of music, and for the 
best work of the best teachers and artists. 
But this slow improvement in the demand may-dw" 
immeasurably accelerated by more rational, logical and 
direct methods, and by the exercise of better judgment 
in the,management of musical institutions; therefore, 
by more jndieioas expenditure of the enormous amount 
of energy and money that are wasted annually in every 
community of any size.—Julius Klauser q 
one. Why can you not accomplish this without the use 
of the metronome? Watch your own work or that of 
your pnpils and you will soon have your answer. You 
will notice that all will go smoothly and evenly with the 
strong fingers, but when you come to the weaker ones 
there will be an unconscious slowing up in your time, 
and instead of adapting the weak fingers to the required 
speed, in almost all cases the speed is made to adapt 
itself to the fingers. » 
The instrument neither approves of nor encourages 
sentiment, ability, or dreaminess. It has no regard for 
the hard places, the weak fingers, or the so-called “ ugly 
parts.” If yon have faithfully practiced your exercises, 
in your pieces will be the opportunity for the develop¬ 
ment of feeling and artistic taste. However, an occa¬ 
sional reference to our reliable friend, even at this point, 
will do no harm.—The Echo. 
To teach children how to play with expression is a 
very important part of their musical instruction. Doubt¬ 
less most teachers do their duty in this direction, bat 
were we able to hear from all those engaged in musical 
instruction it wonld be found true that teachers in this 
particular fail in many instances. There are those who 
are of the opinion that, no special attempt should be 
made to teach the child anything concerning expression. 
We are of a different opinion, and say begin as early as 
possible. Begin early to develop sentiment and to 
strengthen thought, and when the child is grown it will 
derive great benefit from such early instruction. To 
neglect to teach children how to play with expression 
-has in many instances been the cause of absolute failure 
in after years. While the powers'bf expression may be 
developed and refined, they may also be. weakened by 
neglecting them, by not exercising them at the proper 
time ana in the proper manner. The exhibition of 
sentiment on the part of a child need not necessarily 
lead to sentimentality or to a premature development. 
THE USE OF THE METEONOME IN 
PEAOTIOE. 
BY BESSIE MERZ. 
While the metronome might be of the greatest benefit 
to one class of students, it might be of vast injury to 
another. The impulsive, careless pupil could be made 
more accurate and painstaking, while the same work 
might render more mechanical the pupil who is inclined 
to lose Bight of sentiment and the true meaning of 
music. The use of the metronome will not make any 
one mechanical. It may increase or develop the ten- - 
dency, but its use will never injure any really musical 
nature. The danger in accurate technical work does 
not lie with the maBieal, for, generally speaking, the 
musical nature is careless, lazy, impulsive, and impatient, 
and the more speedily all this is overcome and counter¬ 
acted the sooner will the desired results be obtained. 
The danger iB with the unmusical pupil, and here dis¬ 
astrous results are seen, because the building is going on 
in the wrong direction. Since perfection in the artistic 
depends so much on the mechanical, why refuse any¬ 
thing that will aid its development? The use of the 
metronome is invaluable in all finger exercises, scale, 
arpeggio, and octave work. Do you exercise for 
velocity ? How can you gauge your work accurately 
without using the metronome? What is the object 
of the exercise unless you can know to. a cer¬ 
tainty yon are playing with more ease, lightness, and 
speed this week than yon were the week previous ? The 
exercise takes on a new importance when yon can begin 
each morning &t a slow tempo and work np to a rapid 
SEED-THOUGHTS. 
The power of playing the piano depends, primarily, 
upon haying good fingers. There are persons of excel¬ 
lent musical talent, even of the (highest order of genius 
sometimes, whose playing is below mediocrity^ and 
there are others again of the same mental caliber who 
do not attempt to sing or play at all. The reason, the 
same in either case, being that the necessary physical 
qualifications seldom accompany the degree of mental 
power which must combine in the individual who may 
reasonably hope to become a musician, an artist, in the 
complete and perfect sense of composer and player. 
The great tone-poets, as composers are often very 
-properly designated, are generally men of high-strung, 
nervous temperament, not always morbidly so, but 
frequently of delicate physical strength rather than ill 
health. Few persons have any idea of what muscle, 
what strength of fingers, what nerve, what power of 
endurance is requisite to interpret to them the many 
difficult works of musical art which, perchance, appear 
to them, as an andience, so easily rendered, so natural, 
so spontaneously conceived and soulfully expressed 
when executed by the expert and practiced performer. 
Although intense feeling may occasionally fire the fragile 
child of genius with all the strength and tenacity of the 
more sanguine, mature, self-made performer, who has 
arrived -by easy stages of time and progress to an equal 
degree of skill, yet such ardent souls consume them¬ 
selves. 
When the virtuoso attempts composition, as a rule he 
only attempts to create technical difficulties that the 
average player cannot master. He frequently discovers 
new effects peculiar to the instrument he manipulates, 
but he seldom produces music of the highest order. 
He dislikes to admit that beauty is often marked by 
simplicity. 
Music is a language which, properly understood and 
correctly .expressed, gives voice, to those loftier and 
sweeter emotions of the heart and mind which common 
language is powerless to convey. Prose expresses the 
prose thoughts and ideas of existence ; poetry advances 
a step and translates feelings, pleasures, and passions 
beyond the province of prose ; and' music advances yet 
another step, and becomes the medium for those evan¬ 
escent, dreamlike imaginings which dwell in a region 
beyond the dense atmosphere which surrounds this 
work-a-day world. “In heaven they speak in music!” 
yet the instructed eye and the sympathetic Boul may 
read these dream glimpses on the printed page, may 
learn the laws which govern their modes of expression, 
and, finally, may translate them in Bound to other souls. 
Though music be the language of heaven, its grammar 
is taught on earth. 
As to the age of the individual who contemplates 
taking lessons on the piano, I would say that, one 
person arriving at maturity of mind sooner, another 
later, we can, as a general rule, say, from the eighth to 
the tenth year. However, a year before this maybe 
devoted to the study of vocal music and singing after a 
good method of teachings in rhythm and time. At this 
age the child has the proper amount 6f physical strength 
to acquire an artistic technique. To begin too early 
-with the instruction leads to dull and empty playing, 
and blunts the mind of. the child for the real spirit of 
music. From the beginning the child must be led to art 
in its purity and genuineness, for the representation of 
which the piano is but a means.—R. S. Hanna, in Some 
Music Journal. 
A little good common sense would help many a 
music teacher more than all hisHiook knowledge and all 
his fine theory combined.—Karl Merz. 
AN EASY REPERTOIRE. 
BY THOMAS TAPPER. 
So vert many students of instrumental music reach 
the end of their study years -and enter professional life 
with so little left in hand- or head from their years of 
hard work, that there seems to be wanting something 
important in the gathering of the fruit of the garden 
they'have planted ; for certainly there must be fruit 
somewhere therein. After years of serious work, let me 
say at the piano, the student declares herself unable to 
play anything. I always take it that she means by this 
that she has not at the moment anything actually ready 
to play. This seems to be—perhapB because I know so 
little about the piano—the most illogical position in any 
educational scheme. Even a child not yet out of the 
nursery has ready for recitation at any moment some 
stanzas it has learned by rote ; it does not even wait to 
be invited, but will repeat them without even asking if 
you prefer “ Little Miss Muffett” to “ Miss Lucy Lock¬ 
ett.” By waiting you may hear not only these, but per¬ 
haps many others. The child proves to you that it has 
something as a result of its mother’s reading, or it may 
be of its mother’s reciting. But our player has nothing. 
It seems the time never comes when, taken off-hand, 
she can sit down and delight you in a way that does not 
leave you conscious of the fact that she is trying to 
delight you. It cannot be expecting too much to ask 
the student-pianist to recite some of her nursery stanzas ; 
if so, it proves that there is something wrong somewhere. 
/’^~TSe^8ult of study is a success in a limited sense, or it 
is a failure. If any success whatever follows there should 
be something to show for it. If the young pianist feels 
Of Haydn and Mozart there ai£ many movements in 
the sonatas that are full of interest if they are so played. 
I may say of such a list as this, as I have said else¬ 
where about a book list, that I do not believe in lists, 
but I certainly believe in the ideas that led to the giving 
-of this particular list. 
MADAME SCHUMANN AS A TEACHES. 
' .. — ar- 
BY MATHXLDE WURM. 
It is not easy, as I say, to give a description of Mme. 
Schumann’s method of instruction ; she is not given to 
many words, and she makeB her impressions upon the 
pupils more by what she does not Bay than through the 
medium of language. After one has studied under her, 
and, looking backward, tries to analyze her methods, 
there comes to the memory only the picture of a quiet, 
pleasant lady, firm but gentle, patient and encouraging, 
whose very presence is an inspiration. Let me try to 
describe the picture: Seated at the piano is a diffident 
pupil, a girl who is touched with awe that is inspired by 
the presence of a person of genius. Near the piano, in 
an arm-chair, sits a lady with silver hair—Mme. Schu¬ 
mann. She wears a black silk dress, very plain and full- 
skirted, and on her head rests a black lace cap ; upon 
her fingers are many rings which flash in the light with 
every movement of her soft, pink-white hands, which 
are large, though symmetrical and beautiful. She 
watches the pupil intently, and often with a naive apolo¬ 
getic remark, plays a passage.here-and there when she 
is not fully satisfied. . 
“ One must caress the piano, not hit it,” she will say, 
and she is very particular in enforcing this principle. 
When she is pleased she relaxes a little; she never 
praises extravagantly, but her smile of satisfaction and 
approval is dong remembered by the fortunates upon 
whom it is bestowed. When she iB displeased she agi¬ 
tates her hands nervously and rubs them together. 
She is not content to teach her pupils how to interpret 
music on the piano alone; she also gives them lessons 
pupil who utterly failed to see the difference between a 
solid thump upon the key and that softer, more enduring 
pressure which allows the string to vibrate responsively 
and thus produce the much desired result of a singing 
tone. A few years ago hardly a pupil came to me who 
did not occasion months of toil and themselves unremit¬ 
ting and wearisome drudgery for an unlimited period in 
order to obliterate the traces of erroneous finger and 
wrist training. Cramped positions of the hand, and the 
resulting hard and dry touch and unsympathetic play¬ 
ing were common. At present the greater portion of 
the new scholars I find have had much better instruc¬ 
tion, a few have really vicious habits. Touch and train¬ 
ing as far as it has gone have been excellent, and it only 
remains to give the finishing points which consist of the 
requisite firmness and sustaining power, alternating with 
airy and graceful lightness, which together form the 
velvet-clad fingers of steel that marks the artist from the 
amateur. 
In another equally important particular, however, we 
have as yet not attained as high a standard as could be 
hoped for, and that is in the line of interpretation. It 
is not enough to play the notes and possess a sympathe¬ 
tic touch. It is necessary not only for the teacher to be 
able to read the hidden meaning of the composer, but 
the pupil must be made to understand that underneath 
the fabric of notes is a thought, and that this idea must 
be comprehended and given intelligent utterance to as 
she plays. The performer is only the interpreter of the 
tone-poem ^created by the divine inspiration of genius. 
It is the emotional sentiment which must come first and 
foremost—technique and musical ornamentation must 
come last. . This point we cannot emphasize too strongly. 
The question is. How are we to educate the piano 
students so that they may interpret for themselves the 
great works of the masters? In the first place teach 
them to phrase properly. If possible, let them study 
singing, which assists greatly to a quicker comprehen¬ 
sion of phrasing. By this I do not mean that they are 
to go tO some great vocal specialist who will set them to 
vocalizing scales for a couple of years to develop their 
voice, but let them study with some intelligent teacher 
who will understand the meedsAif-the case and will make « , , , . . , * , . , • 1 . . T J . • .  WUU W1U UUUCIO o CUQ4IA IU P U OO OUU W UiOa P
that she cannot play for othera jwhat slie studies from—in bi&riiiony^counterpointj-ehoxr-singmgi-and, lnshort, interoretation rather than vocal oerfection the noint of 
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week to week, why does it not occur to her that she may 
play something else ? The very best writers have fur¬ 
nished such an abundance of good works that there is 
no reason to be without something easy enough to play 
well, sufficiently interesting to repay learning; some¬ 
thing that shall be a welcome pleasure to others to 
listen to, and, besides all this, something that shall help 
the player to put individuality in her interpretation 
and artistic finish in the playing of it. I feel little 
acquainted with “grades” in pianoforte music, but I 
will use the word to say that everybody would be better 
pleased if students of, let me say, the fourth, fifth, and 
sixth grades would select for playing to others, when 
requested, pieces of the first, second, and third grades,’ 
respectively, or at least act in an equivalent manner. 
Then they could play something easy to be compre¬ 
hended, they could play it artistically because it would 
not be technically beyond them—in fact, it would not be 
technically up to them. They could play it artistically,’ 
and feel that they were playing it well, because all their 
forces would not be brought to the front. In other 
p words, they have a reserve power, and that is the basis 
of all success in technical doing. I will carry this 
thought even so far as to indicate a few pieces of com¬ 
paratively simple nature, which are typical of at least 
hundreds of others of the same kind, and none pf my 
readers will fail to agree with me in saying that any of 
these well played, besides giving everybody pleasure, 
would give even the most cultivated listeners far more 
gratification than such a work as, let.me say, Reinecke’s 
Rhapsodie in G Minor, or a Chopin sonata, when only 
half played, which means, of course, miserably played. 
As I have said, they .represent hundreds of similar char¬ 
acter. They are interesting, delightful to hear, of course, 
and advanced students may play them well :■— 
Beethoven .....—Variations on Nel cor pin, 
“ .Menuetto and trio from the first piano 
sonata. 
“ .Variations on a Swiss theme. 
Mendelssohn .....Songs: the 2d, 4th, 6th, 9th, 12th; 
also, Op. 72, Nos. 1, 2, and 4. 
Schumann..Op. 68; of the forty or more numbers, 
but one or two maybe found unin¬ 
teresting. I have not found that 
many. 
“ ....Op. 16; all are interesting. 
Volkman. ......isQrandmother’s Songs. 
Niels W. Gade—Childres’s Christmas Eve. 
Chopin...Simpler Nocturnes and Mazurkas. - 
Gurntti....Op. 172. 
gtvesthem a thorough musical education. Nordopsshe instr£ction.. Cultivate diligently the spiritual nature 
restnere. , . , of the pupil, and to a limited extent the emotional 
Pupils’ concerts are held in Frankfort each year, some though in this latter point the teacher must be 
five or six of them. Without exaggeration I may say ide’d by the temperament o*f the pupil, 
that the Schumanni pupils always acquit themselves more 6 j wou& iike to mention one point before I close which 
satisfactorily than any others. Mme. Schumann watches be get,erally appreciated by music teachers and 
them very dosely. Once one of them played rather 8tudents f Why do our composers not put such import- 
badly. Mme. Schumann said nothingto her at the time, ant essentials in their piano compositions as pedal 
but at the next lesson she approached the gir , and in- marMngs, etc.? I do not mean that they obliterate 
stead of upbraiding and reprimanding she simply looked 8Uch in^ations from their 8COres but for the m08t part 
at hoe,r, anJAaid ? aintlvel7: fhat ,«haI1 I,do W1* they are of the most erratic and perfunctory order, 
you ?’’ That pupil was more ashamed, than she would 0n' need only compare them with the superb editions 
have been had Mme. Schumann vented her anger upon which Klindworth and Von Billow have made of famous 
*1. a, , . - a , t, works, to see the great difference. 
Mme. Schumann teaches most of Schumann, Beeth- £et me conclude by a strong recommendation that 
oven, andBach she dislikes pyrotechnics in music ; composers for the pianoforte dedicate an extra hour to 
she hkes the rnusic of the heart, expressing the emoUons eaeh new work, in which to write in those little indi- 
of life ; she is an ardent admirer of alHhat is great and cationa for the proper band[ing of their pieces which 
beautiful in art; her heart is tender and great, her mind wjU have to be aapplied by every teacher who uses them 
is vast, and she byes in an atmosphere far removed from after they leave the publisher if he omits to attend to it 
all envy or petty jealousies. Before playing Schumann pre¥;on8iy. Remember, dear composer, that upon these 
in public she always reads over again some of the old important details depends the correct interpretation of 
love letters which he ivrote to her during the days of your work—possibly its success or failure.—Read before 
their courtship.. They fill her with a better understand- JNew 7ork S. M. T. A. Clara E. Thoms. 
ing of his music, and.help her to interpret the spirit of ___ 
his works aright. 
On one occasion when playing the beautiful F-minor ' JOTTINGS. 
Sonata which was written just before her marriage, - -- 
some memories of that happy time must have arisen be- by john towers. 
fore her, for tears trickle* > down her cheeks. The - 
audience understood and appreciated, and the artist at Music, more, perhaps, than anything else on pai-th, 
the instrument gave them such an interpretation of ^ affords a sweet foretaste of those, ecstatic joyB which, we 
Schumann as they are never likely to hear again. * are fain to hope, are to be hereafter. 
_----— It may not be quite true, as Shakespeare asserts, that 
HOYo«T mOOU°ENTLTE ™ S=3& MUol AiliUyUJjJ!* liiX 11 o MxiLUHlU U o a hog in his tastes, a bear m his manners, and a jackass 
TONES. in his self-assertiveness and dogmatism. 
-- So universal is music in its influence and Bway, that 
A few years ago the answer might have been made: its extinction—were this possible—would leave a blank 
The one who can produce the most notes upon the and a chasm almost as vast, as dreadful, as desolating, 
piano in a given space of time is the finest pianist.” and as overpowering as the extinction of the very sun 
But to-day masical taste has changed. The people of itself. 
America have ever been a music-loving people, and with Music is almost as essential to the cultivated human 
characteristic and inborn energy they have pursued the being as bread and batter, and he would just as soon 
Btudy of music, and not only improved every offered think of living without one as the other, 
opportunity, but have also created opportunities to hear If legislators were 'wise, they, would so frame all 
the best of pianists in every town of a few hundred in- fdtnre lawB that every child should have a thorough and 
habitants through the co-operation and liberal subscrip- systematic course of musical instruction whilst at school, 
turns -of art lovers. They now understand that mere since there is nothing at present known which iB better 
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the man without muBic in his soul is “fit for treasons, 






note-playing is not music. Anybody with nimble fin¬ 
gers can play the notes, bat it takes a head, heart, 
highly cultured brain and considerable more than 
nimble fingers to be a pianist. One must have the 
subtle something called touch—something so evanescent, 
so sensitive and delicate that volumes are exhausted in 
calculated than music, especially vocal music, to trans¬ 
form children into good fathers, good mothers, good 
citizens, and good Christians in the best Bense of this 
mnch abused and misunderstood word. 
All properly constituted human beings possess the 
faculty to produce and . the power to enjoy music, of 
the vain endeavor to embody in words the definition of' some kind or other, and the only reason why the vast 
_j t_a a ' i •. ir _ _ a*  • «a_ ii_j _ ~ a 
what touch consists of and how to produce it. Most of 
you can remember dark hours while toiling with the 
clumsy andcunresponBive fingers of some refractory 
majority of them do not tarn this faculty and. this power 
to proper account is, that th&y do not sufficiently culti¬ 
vate and train them. 
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HINTS AND HELPS. 
Dawdling and practice are two entirely different 
matters.—Wm. C. Wright. 
Enter into the spirit of the piece that the.spirit of the 
piece may enterinto you.'—-Charles W. Landon. 
It is steady progress, no matter from what point it 
starts, that forms the chief element of greatness and 
goodness. 
“ Teachers will never attain anything solid and com¬ 
plete if they are in themselves hollow and imperfect.”— 
O. 8. Ensel. 
Melody is the very life-blood of music, and it is above 
all necessary that its flow should continue and remain in¬ 
tact.—Marx. 
He who does the best he can is always improving. His 
best of yesterday is outdone to-day, and his best to-day 
will be outdone to-morrow. 
1EMIIIS0EI0ES OF MT TEACHING DAYS. 
The older l grow the more do I perceive how import¬ 
ant it is, first to learn the piece, then to form an opinion 
of its worth.—Mendelssohn. 
The character of a slow piece would be ruined by play¬ 
ing it too fast, and a brilliant movement become Btupid 
if played too slow.—-C. 8. P. Carey. 
It takes constant, hard labor to gain musical success, 
and equally hard and constant work to retain what you 
have once gained.—Musical Messenger. 
An undeserved reputation is like borrowed money; 
one has to give it up at the end , and to pay more or less 
dearly for having had it.—Music Teacher. 
Music has a higher mission than merely to please the 
ear. It is the art which appeala most powerfully to the 
heart, and through this affects character.—Mere. 
As far as possible, we should make ourselves ac¬ 
quainted with the works of all great composers, and not 
by any means tie ourselves down to any favorite author. 
—Czerny: 
Do not suppose that playing anything over a time or 
two is practice, or that playing many times over without 
thought or method amounts to anything but mischief.— 
Wm. C. Wright. 
Flexible and supple fingers depend upon loose wrists, 
and loose wrists depend upon looser arms. Looseness is 
controlled by feeling rather than by mere power of will. 
—Charles W. Landon. 
We must first be musicians, and then teachers; for if 
we are fired with the love of music we shall be more 
than mere pedagogues. Our instruction will be alive, 
and not perfunctory.—H. C. Macdougall. 
“ Whatsoever a man Boweth that shall he also reap,” 
is just as true in music as in religion. H one sows the 
fseeda of poor, trashy music, he must not expect to pro¬ 
duce and cultivate noble, true, exalted musicians. 
Technical work is foundation work. As well build a 
house upon the sand as acquire a musical education 
without technique. But as the foundation Of a house is 
often Mdden under the earth, so in a thorough musician, 
his technique is not noticed in his finished work.—Musi¬ 
cal Messenger. 
Have a clear idea what you aim at, what you propose 
to do with your pupil. Have before your mind’s eye an 
ideal one. Aim every day to bring your real pupil nearer 
to your ideal pupil.. In order to do this effectually, teach 
the pupil how to practice, how to Btudy. Give him a 
proper appreciation of his task. Infuse life into your 
work and revive the drooping powers of your pupil with 
the energy of your own will and the sunlight of your own 
encouragement.—Metz. 
All teachers are in danger of falling into ruts—often 
very deep ones. To avoid these, read, study, visit, 
think, and try to teach living things rather than signs 
and obsolete terms. There is no royal road to music, 
and a certain amount of drilling on scales, skips and 
“ hard places ” is necessary to success, but a live teacher 
can do much to create an interest in his work; and 
unless he succeeds in getting his pupils to “ lend a 
hand ” he’ll find, in the long run, that he’s playing a 
“lone hand and a losing game.” — Some Music 
Journal. ‘ 
I must have been what Mr. Van Clave would style a J 
‘ ‘ musical crank. ’ ’ Of course I am older and wiser now, 1 
but I imagined when I entered upon my career as a 1 
teacher, the whole army of youthful students would i 
arise and call me blessed. I should lead them by such i 
sunny paths, to well springs of musical knowledge. i 
Alas ! I failed to realize that the same landscape seen 
through different eyes, may be either a “ perfect picture ’ ’ 
or “ that tiresome old view.” However, I soon discov¬ 
ered .that if even a majority of children who study music 
were to gain any proficiency in the art, the paths by 
which they must be led would surely be as varied and 
devious as the many roads that lead to Borne. 
One of my first pupils was a bright little girl of some 
ten summers. She “adored” music—her mother said 
—and I fully believed she would adore practice; but 
not so. I arranged her lesson hour as early as was 
practicable in the morning: for I found that when I 
concentrated every energy upon the lesson it went 
smoothly, but if I undertook to teach her when I was 
tired or nervous, the lesson invariably proved a failure. 
“ Oh dear I” she exclaimed one day, “I am sick and 
tired of being told to practice. Music ought to be made 
so one could learn it without so much work.” 
“ But my dear,” I answered, “nothing worth having 
is to be obtained without work. Think of Beethoven; 
of the music he has written that can never die ; and 
then think how often he was brought in from his play 
and whipped, to compel him to practice. Of course he 
suffered then, but now his name is a household word. 
The grandeur of his musical conceptions will Bway—” 
_“Did you say he was whipped .often?” my pupil 
interrupted. V 
“ Yes, frequently, I believe.” 
“ To make him practice ?” 
“Yes.” . 
“And that’s his picture?” pointing to one over the 
piano. 
“ Yes,’’ I said again, and was about to launch into a 
panegyric upon his wonderful achievements when, totally 
oblivious of my remarks, she continued— 
“I’m so glad you told me, for I’ve often wondered 
what made him look so cross, and now I know. It was 
because they whipped him, and I’m sure”—she was 
becoming interested—“ in those sonatas you played for 
mamma and papa, where the bass iS' just like thunder 
tearing up and down the clouds, I’m just positive when 
he wrote them he was thinking of the people who pun¬ 
ished him, and wishing he could just get hold of them, 
and grind them to powder.” 
And this was her idea of a Beethoven sonata. I was 
discouraged for a moment, but rallied when I remem¬ 
bered that if it meant anything explainable it was a 
good sign. 
• A way out of the practice difficulty suggested itself. 
I asked her to play her lesson through—taking it in 
sections—ten times carefully at each sitting, one in the 
morning, another in the afternoon, if I would say nothing 
more about two hours practice daily. She readily 
agreed to do so and kept her word. I was delighted to 
hear the mother say, when she brought the child for the 
next lesson— 
“ I don’t know what’s happened to Mabel. I haven’t 
had to tell her to practice once this week. She’s 
worked good two hours and a half every day without 
even looking at the clock.” Erato. 
to the length of time he has taken lessons. He wonders 
why he does not advanceAs fast as some other pupils of 
his acquaintance who have missed scarcely a lesson during 
the same two yearB time. At the same time, in the case of 
the pnpil who has missed so many lessons, the teacher 
s given credit for teaching his two years, and no one 
ever thinks that the lessons missed during that time are 
the principal cause of his slow advancement. 
Suppose a child who was being sent to the public 
schools should miss a week or so each month, every one * 
knows what the result would be. Pupils who miBS 
lessons for every trifling cause are not only doing them¬ 
selves and parents a great injustice,,but are doing that 
which will injure the reputation of their teacher to a 
certain extent. Persons who take music lessons must 
remember that the best of teachers cannot make players 
of them if they are not regular in taking lessons and in 
practice. 
MISSING LESSONS. 
BY FRED A. WILLIAMS. 
To miss lessons is not only a detriment to the pupil, 
but is also very discouraging to the teacher. Suppose 
a. pupil has taken lessons of a teacher two years. Per¬ 
haps during that time this pupil has missed lessons 
enough to amount to one-third, or possibly one-half, that 
time (including his so-called vacations), so that in 
reality he has only taken in two years the number of 
lessons he^should have taken in one. Of course this 
pupil is not as far advanced as he ought to be according 
USEFUL KNOWLEDGE TO PUPILS. 
A ~ 
How to Tell whether a Piece of Music is Writ¬ 
ten in the Major or Minor Mode (Key). 
The fact remains, a musician, or even the cultivated 
musical ear, can tell from hearing whether a piece of 
music is written in the major or minor key. 
There are, however, as the writer knows from long 
experience, a good many who cannot tell the reason 
why! 
In taking up a new piece of music, our first care is, 
or ought to be, to look at the signature. Signature 
means the indication by sharps or flats, written at the 
very beginning of the piece, in what key the piece is 
written. After the signature the time in which 
the piece moves is written. The signature can only tell 
us one of two facts, viz. : whether it is written in major 
or minor. 
EXAMPLES OF SIGNATURES IN SHARPS. 
When there is no signature marked, the piece can only 
be in C major or A minor. 
When there is 1 sharp signature marked, the piece can 
only be in G major or E minor. - 
When there are 2 sharps signature marked, the piece 
can only be in D major or B minor. 
When there are 3 sharps signature marked, the piece can 
only be in A major or F Bharp minor. 
When there are 4 sharps signature marked, the piece 
can only be in E major or- C sharp minor. 
When there are 6 sharps signature marked, the piece 
can only be in B major or G sharp minor. 
When the signature is G sharps, the piece can only be 
in F sharp major- or D sharp minor. 
EXAMPLES OF SIGNATURES IN FLATS. 
When the signature is 1 flat, the piece can only be in F 
major on D minor. 
When the signature is 2 flats, the piece can only be in B 
flat major or G minor. 
When the signature is 3 flats, the piece can only be in E 
flat major or C minor. 
When the signature iB 4 flats, the piece can only be in A 
flat major or F minor. 
When the signature is 5 flats, the piece can only be in D 
flat major or B flat minor. 
When the signature is 6 flats, the piece can only be in G 
flat major or E flat minor. 
We have now to learn in which of the only two pos¬ 
sible ways the signature tells us the piece is written. 
The easiest way to do this is as follows:— 
Examine the harmonies 'in the first or last measures 
' of the bass, provided the piece has harmonies and is 
not only a melody. Generally the piece begins' and ends 
on the key-note. If the first or last chord is major the 
piece is in major mode ; if minor, in the minor mpde. 
The most important harmonies are in major as well as 
in minor, on the first, fourth, and fifth degrees (tones) 
of the scale. - Theo. Moelltng. 
THE LADIES’ PIANO OLDS AND OIEOULATING 
MUSICAL LIBEABY. 
BY MADAME A. PDPIN. 
11 
The Ladies’ Piano'Club, having fitted up a room for 
their fortnightly meetings and their Circulating Library 
and Reading Room, resolved to have a dedication. It 
was decided not to sell tickets, but only give them out 
to those friends who were interested enough in our work 
to make donations to the library or music-room. In 
consequence of this decision we were richer by some 
busts and musical pictures and some very valuable ad¬ 
ditions to the library, our friends falling in with our ideas 
and contributing generously to .pdorn our room. 
The exercises on the evening of the dedication 
consisted, first, of a musical programme of pianoforte 
music for 2, 4, 6, and 8 hands, which occupied less than 
an hour, after which Min., our President, made a short 
speech explaining, the object of the Piano Club, giving 
a summary of the work of the first three months, and 
suggesting some new ideas for the next season. 
After the President had finished, six different members 
of the Club spoke for five minutes each. The first, who 
was a young but quite successful teacher, told how much 
she had been assisted in her work by reading the Etude ; 
the second spoke about how hep ideas of music and its 
influence in the world had broadened by the monthly 
perusal of Music; the third told what a stimulus it had 
been to the members of the Club to hear the reports 
from the Musical Courier, of the happenings in the 
musical world; the fourth suggested that many lives 
had been brightened by hearing so much music played ; 
the fifth proved that a PianoClubtendedtbihcrease 
one’s abilities and was equal to any number of music 
lessons, and the sixth commented on the fraternal feeling 
engendered by these fortnightly meetings and the 
immense advantage it was to a teacher or student to have 
access to a good library of musical literature. 
On arranging our library we find the books charac¬ 
terized thus—Biography, Criticism, History, Theory and 
Romance. Of the first, we have the Life of Beethoven- 
Sehindler, another by Nohl, and a Panegyric on 
Beethoven by Richard Wagner; Life of Chopin—Liszt; 
Mozart by Nohl and another by Holmes; Life of 
Mendelssohn by Lampadius, Mendelssohn Family, 2 vols. 
Hensel, and Reminiscences of Mendelssohn by Polko. 
Life of Weber, 2 vols, by his son. Life of Schumann— 
Wasidewski; Life of Handel—Schoelcher; Life of Hay¬ 
den—Nohl; Franz Schubert—Wilbei-force, and Life of 
Schubert—Austin; Life of Liszt—Nohl; Autobiography 
of Rubinstein Delano; Life and Works of Wagner, 
2 vols, Kobbe, and Life of Wagner—Nohl; Life and 
Writings of Bach—Kimbault, and J. S. Bach—Poole ; 
Life and Letters of Gottschalk—Hensel. Besides these 
we have the' Letters of Beethoven, Mendelssohn’s 
Letters, 2 vols, and Mozart’s Letters 2 vols. Of Collective 
Biography we have Great Tone Poets—Crowest; Musical 
Composers and Their Works-Tytier; Sketches of Musical 
Composers—IJrbino; 6 vols, by Ferris; Great German, 
Italian, and French Composers, and Great Pianists, 
Singers etc.; The tone Masters by Barnard ; Great Com- 
posers-Butterworth, The Great Composers, Bourne; and 
a score of famous composers—Dole. Of books of Criticism 
and Esthetics we have Music and Morals-Haweis; Music 
and Culture—Merz ; Musical Sketches—Ella; Music and 
Musicians—Schumann; Piano and Song—Wieck; Recent 
Art and Society—Chorley ;->Recent Music and Musicians 
Moscheles; Art Life and Theories—Wagner; Principles 
of Expression in Piano Playing—Christiani; How to 
understand siMusic—Mathews; Beethoven’s Sonatas— 
Elterlein; Howto play Chopin-Kleczynski; The Musi¬ 
cians, 6 vols.-Prentice; Letters on Music—Ehlert; Music 
Study in Germany-Fay. In History we have History of 
Pianoforte Music—Fillmore ; History of Music—Lang- 
hans; Curiosities of Music—Elson; Young People’s His¬ 
tory of Music—Macy; In Theory we have Musical Theory 
Weitzmann ; Science of Music—Taylor; Theory of 
Music,—Palmer; Musical Forms-Paner, and Theory of 
Music—Elson. We have the lovely Romances by Ran 
on Beethoven and Mozart, and other charming musical 
novels. The First Violin—Fothergill; The Soprano and 
its Sequel, Money and Music by Barnard; Dominant 
elventh—Clark; Alcestis, the Mute Singer—Ritchie; 
Charles Auchester—Sheppard; Blue Ribbon—Tabor; 
Improvisators—Anderson; Ladder of Life—Edwards; 
Consuelo and Countess of Rudolstadt by Geo. Sand; 
Compensation-Brewster; Musical Sketches-Polko; and 
a lovely novel, anonymous, entitled Woven of Many 
Threads. This makes a library of ninety volumes, all 
collected in less than six months. We are all surprised 
at our good fortune and how easily it seemed to come 
to us. Many friends of the different members of the club 
even some living in distant States, have become interested 
in our Club through letters and rumors and have sent 
us odd volumes on musical subjects that they found in 
their bookcases and which, perhaps, had not been 
perused for years. Some of the books were old and 
dingy, but none were torn, and we were very grateful for 
them. We have some books of Reference and Musical 
Dictionaries which are not to be taken from the Reading 
Room. The members taking books from the library are 
allowed to keep them one week; failing to return them 
at the expiration of the week, must put ten cents in the 
mite box, of which Min. keeps the key. On the first 
day of the month Min. unlocks the box and takes the fines 
for the purchase of new books. There are still some 
very interesting books published by Presser that we are 
very anxious to get, as well as some expensive English 
publications, but, having made such an auspicious begin¬ 
ning, we are hopeful of securing before long a complete 
and comprehensive library of musical literature. 
HOW MUCH OF THEOEY SHOULD BE TAUGHT 
BY EVEEY TEAOHEE. 
BY E. VON ADELUNO. 
pieces the pupil plays, and how to recognize the chords 
taught. Then the time will have drawn near to impart a 
knowledge of the dominant seventh chords and their 
resolutions; but previous to that the names of the in¬ 
tervals, such as major,' minor, pure, increased, and 
decreased, must be. taught and explained. The knowl¬ 
edge of tbe resolution of .the dominant seventh chords 
opens a wide field of investigation. 
In teaching pieces an opportunity is given to explain 
such divisions as motives, sections, phrases, periods, etc. 
But the pupil, being acquainted with the main features 
of harmony, is now able to grasp the ideas of harmonic 
and passing notes, of Suspensions and anticipations. 
A further instruction in diminished seventh chords 
and their manifold resolutions will soon enable him to 
give a good analysis of any piece he plays. 
The accompaniments he learned will be changed into 
regular preludes and lead him to improvisation if he has 
any talent for composition. A good teacher will also 
explain the form of the pfffea his pupil plays, and 
though it is not his object to make a Composer out of 
him, yet he considers it his duty to enable the pupil to 
grasp thet idea of a piece and to understand what 
he plays from its theoretical and musical as well as 
from its technical side. 
DEMOCRACY IN MUSIOAL EDUCATION. 
BY FREDERIC) W. ROOT. 
Let us commence with the beginner who has just 
learned the name of the keys but not those of the notes. 
He is taught to strike successive thirds on white keys. 
These thirds he next has to turn into sixths. A little 
later on he strikes the combination of two thirds—the 
triad. He learns the seven successive triads (still on 
the white keys only) to call by name as the chord of C, 
D, etc. They are the progenitors of all other chords. A 
little prelude may be taught in an easy way. Strike the 
chord of C. Move the two upper keys (E and G) one 
step higher (to F and A). Then strike the chord of C 
again. Next move thelower keys(C ancTE) one step down 
to (B and D.) Then strike the chord of C again. To test 
the pupil’s musical ear let him try the Bame manipulation 
on G and F. The early harmonic development of the. 
musical ear is of great assistance. For that purpose I 
teach the pupil a simple form of an accompaniment 
calling the tonic the first, the dominant the second and 
(later on) the sub-dominant the “third chord.Then 
I improvise a simple melody, a waltz, a polka, a march, 
a polonaise and such and call out “First,” “Second,” 
“First,” etc,, as the case requires. This kind of four-hand 
amusement iB always very acceptable not only to be¬ 
ginners, but also to advanced pupils, and at the same time 
very instructive. In the course of time I show them how 
to modulate into the key of the, dominant, so that when 
I call out “ Pass” (suppose we are playing in D), they 
would at once play the chord of- E and thus drift into 
the key of A. 
These accompaniments are rhythmically varied, and 
thus the pupil easily brought to count out loud evenly. 
Then there is the scale. The nature of half and whole 
steps, is explained and the scale of C played very slowly 
(to secure a good, emphatic touch)—one octave, R. H. 
up, L..H. down—not for practice so mnch as for knowl¬ 
edge. Gradually the other scales, one by one, are thus 
taught and explained. The pupil is shown how to write 
notes and has to write down all the scales. After 
the major scale the harmonic minor follows, then the 
melodic minor, all of which the pupil has to form him- 
self, the teacher giving him the necessary rules how to 
develop the minor modes out of the major. 
The chords are taught to move into different positions 
(the second and third); also some wide or dispersed 
positions, can be shown,—all this by heart, not from 
music. At the same time chords are pointed out in the 
Dr. Lowell Mason, that most American and demo¬ 
cratic of musical educators; once remarked: “ Music 
teachers should be promoted downward,” meaning 
that the greatest skill is required in the earlier stages of 
education. It is natural enough for us all to be more 
interested in the higher things of art than in its begin¬ 
nings; the vane on the cathedral spire iB a far more in¬ 
teresting object than the subterranean foundation on 
which it rests, and in musical education the imagination 
often obscures the facts to such an extent that one can 
easily imagine that to sit an hour in the select little 
court which Liszt used to hold at Weimar was a greater 
advantage in piano playing than could be obtained from 
a term of lessons which the most conscientious teacher 
in this country could give. There Is probably hardly a 
young lady singer among us who does not believe that 
a little tone placing .with Madame Marchesi in Paris 
would enable her to dispense with much drudgery as 
taught in her own country. 
Most teachers of ability want to be “finishing teach¬ 
ers.” The artisan who sandpapers the wooden surface 
and applies the varnish seems to be getting greater 
results, perhaps, than the one who has hewn the struct¬ 
ure from the unpromising log. Those teachers who get the 
finishing work to do are the surface polishers who have 
the most to show for their work; and naturally the 
public reposes its greatest confidence in them. The 
teacher who cannot show. Bueh striking results is 
comparatively discredited. Critics of musical education 
have generally just one standard: A’a pupils play or 
sing bo as to delight us; B’s do not. This may be a 
perfectly correct test, but often it is unjust and harmful. 
At all events, B in his work with pupils of small capa¬ 
bilities may be just as skillful as A with his talented or 
more developed pupils, and maybe perfecting parts of 
musical pedagogy which never come under a “finishing 
teacher’s” notice. If these more elementary and less 
showy things of education are important, it is worth while 
to develop the lower grades of talent as far as possible ; 
if we want to provide an educational Bystem in much 
which is scientific and complete, if in this country 
democracy in music, as in other things, is in order, 
then a movement to give countenance and support 
to education in grades below that of “finishing” would be 
in the line of progress rather more than the further 
multiplication of appliances for polishing; then methods 
of administration that reach the thousands of moderate 
capacity are as important as those designed only for the 
tens who have special talent. There is a-great and un- 
American disproportion m the care now bestowed upon 
these two classes of njusic students.—Music Review. 
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PUBLISHER'S NOTES. 
The special offers in July issue will continue through 
August. It would be well for teachers to read again 
: what is said of the three new works we hare in press. 
They are all valuable for study and teaching. In these 
offers we present only the best of our new publications. 
The pieces are for introduction only. In most cases the 
amount asked does not cover the cost of paper and 
printing ; besides this we pay postage. The three works 
soon to be issued are Writing Books for Music Pupils, 
by Charles W. Landon. It will comprise all the good 
features of every book on this subject. Mr. Landon is 
an educator par excellence, who understands how to over¬ 
come the stumbling blocks the pupils meet in climbing 
the musical Parnassus. Every teacher should at least, 
order one copy for examination. The price is 25 cents, 
postpaid, if cash accompanies the order. 
The next is a work on the Pedals of the Piano¬ 
forte, by Bans Schmitt, of the conservatory of Vienna. 
It is translated from the German by Fred. 8. Law. There 
is now no work on the Pedals in the English language. 
The work is full of musical examples and is. to be studied 
at the piano. If this work is allowed to perform its mis¬ 
sion much of the foggy uncertainty about the Pedals 
will vanish. It will also be sent postpaid, when issued, 
for 25 cents, if cash is sent with advanced order. 
The last work is one of delightful piano studies, by 
Stephen Heller. Calvin B. Cady has compiled the 
choicest ones from Op. 125, and revised them in the 
most artistic manner. His note on interpretation will 
greatly enhance the value of the charming lyric for the 
pianoforte. They can be had on same conditions as the 
other two, for 25~cents. The volume will contain a por¬ 
trait and sketch of th?j life of 3. Heller. 
* * 
* * * 
The new game of Musical Dominoes, by C. W. Grimm, 
is one of the best constructed and amusing games 
known. A description sof Domino Parties is given 
elsewhere in this issue. In many parts of the country 
. Dominoes is a summer game. It can be played out¬ 
doors and requires little exertion, mental or physical. 
The game cannot be had on special offer plan now. It 
is on the market. A description of the game can be 
found in our advertising columns. 
***** 
Our address after this issue will be 1708 Chestnut 
street. We expect to be fully quartered in our new es¬ 
tablishment by the time this issue reaches our readers. 
The transferring of our. establishment entailed an im¬ 
mense amount of labor. The whole business has been 
irregular on that account. The on-sale music which was 
* returned during the time of moving quite overran 
everything. They fought for supremacy. By a com¬ 
promise, both, after some delay, were successful. We 
now have the largest and most complete music estab¬ 
lishment in Philadelphia. Our main floor is all that can 
be asked. It is 144 feet long, running back a whole 
block, giving a double ‘entrance with excellent light 
and ventilation. We are now fully prepared to handle 
all the business it may be our good fortune to receive. 
« * * 
* * 
If you are not satisfied with your music dealer why not 
give us a trial, our policy is liberal. We aim to give 
the best at reasonable prices. We seldom lose a cus¬ 
tomer, as we give all possible attention to orders. It 
does not cost more to send 1000 miles than one. We 
are less than twenty-four hours from Chicago and orders 
coming to Philadelphia are often filled a day sooner than 
from New York. We hope to receive a liberal share 
of the patronage of the profession this coming season. 
c# •„ ...v -v 
va; */*,:;*; 
^e have just received another large consignment of 
Metronomes direct from the makers in France. Parties 
purchasing these instruments from us are assured that 
they will receive the genuine French make, and not a 
cheap German imitation, of which bo many are sold. 
Our prices are low and an extra rate will be allowed on 
quantity orders. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
Landon’s 44 Reed Organ Method ” is the only method 
I have yet seen which might truthfully be called an 
instruction book for the reed organ, nearly all others 
being a collection of fourth-rate music, improperly 
graded, with the addition of a few finger exercises for 
appearance sake. G. H. Carr. 
“Mathews’ Standard Graded Course” is by far the 
best selection of piano studies I have found. I shall 
use it extensively in my future work. 
B. F. Welty, Decatur, In d. 
44 The Principles of Octave Playing,” as illustrated by 
Vol. 4 of “ Touch and Technic,” is a grand, good work. 
It is short, clear, and magnificently complete. 
H. A. Roehner. 
I am much pleased with your edition of Mendelssohn’s 
“ Songs without Words.” The work will be very satis¬ 
factory for teaching purposes. The annotations will be 
very helpful to students. The selection is choice. 
B. Row. 
L consider Landon’s'“ Piano Meth,od ” and “Reed 
Organ Method ” the best books of the kind I have seen, 
and expect to use both in my teaching. 
Lyman A. Vest. 
The Vol. IV of “Touch and Technic” is.received, 
for which please accept thanks. Although I have only 
given it a cursory examination as yet, still I am Bure it 
will be very valuable to me. I am glad I have lived to 
see Dr. Mason’s day1 L. P. Annin. 
I have received Vol. VI of Mathews’ “Graded 
Course for the Piano.” Thank you 1 and for the happy 
way you have of doing business, which puts it in our 
way so temptingly to have the opportunity to investigate 
these good things. 
loan see no question whatever as to the excel-lence of 
this series, and the variety of composers, and founded 
upon a reson for each exercise or Btudy given, Ib so. _ 
different from the back methods of a “whole lot” of 
one kind, which is certainly a very “ one-sided ” way, 
makes this series of great interest to me, one of the 
numerous band of teachers. Mrs. S. Buffum. 
So well and favorably known is The Etude that a word 
of commendation from me seems almost unnecessary. 
The fact that such eminent musicians as Dr. Wm. 
Mason and Franklin Sohnekelb, of New York, and Wm. 
H. Sherwood and Emil Liebling, of Chicago, and J. 
Fillmore, E. Baxter Perry, J. S. Van Clave, of Milwau¬ 
kee, Boston, and Cincinnati, respectively, are contribu¬ 
tors to this publication is sufficient proof to the intelligent 
musical mind of the value of this superb magazine of 
mnsic and criticism. I cannot see how any progressive 
music teacher can afford to be without it, as it keeps 
them in step to the time of musical progress, aside 
from the excellent music each number contains, and 
articles of a critical and aesthetic nature. The work 
has many excellent literary and educational features. 
I would urge all parents to place this work in the hands 
of their children as a promoter of musical thought and 
incentive to study. E. E. Layton. 
V. 
“ Melodious Easy Studies for Piano or Reed Organ,” 
is a fine work. .There is nothing similar to it that I know 
of. . : . u H. A. Roehner. 
4 4 Mathews’ Studies’ ’ are treasures in themselves. Am 
using the sheet music with much satisfaction. 
Mrs. M. N. Tynes. 
I have just received Volume III of “ School of Four- 
Hand Playing,” and am greatly pleased with it. 
Miss Eva B. Smith*. 
We are more than pleased with both Vols I and II, 
“ Melody Playing”—they are perfect gems—and equally 
so with Landon’s “Piano Method.” It is the best graded 
and most complete method we have ever examined. 
Sisters de Notre Dame. 
“ Observations of a Musician” is both entertaining 
and instructive, and should be read not only by every 
musician and musical student, but by every one. Its sale 
should exceed 1,000,000. I. V. Flagler. 
Mr. Smith’s recent piano compositions are exceedingly 
attractive. His exercises in scale playing are also 
interesting and valuable. Wm. H. Sherwood. 
The exercises in scale playing by - Wilson. G. Smith 
have been practically tested in the pianb classes at the 
Conservatory. It is the general opinion that they are 
of unusual merit and value. In several instances the 
expressions of approval go to the extent of classing the 
studies as not only useful but indispensable in certain 
cases and grades. I beg to say from personal knowl¬ 
edge and with no disposition toward extravagant com¬ 
mendation that the studieB fill a space peculiarly their 
own, and in my judgment it is only a question of titne 
when they will come to be generally regarded as veri¬ 
table “ little classics.” : J. H. Hahn. 
I haver just received and examined Landon’s “Piano¬ 
forte Method.” I am greatly pleased with it. - 
Mbs. Jambs Woodworth. 
" DQ0T0R OP MUSIC ” 
We have just received an inquiry as to the conference 
of degrees of doctor of music in this country and Eng¬ 
land. We can only tell our inquirer that the whole 
thing is humbug pure and; simple, and this is quite as 
applicable to Oxford, Cambridge or Harvard as it is to 
that little town in Iowa—Toledo. Not Ohio, mind yon, 
but a small town in Iowa, actually has an institution that 
confers doctorial degrees in music 1 Isn’t this absurd? 
Doctor of music is fast becoming synonymous with 
“ Professor,” which latter is simply a sign manual of 
humbuggery, for it ranges from corn curing to white-; 
washing, flow anyrepntable musician can contemplate 
with equanimity the adoption of the title “ Doctor of 
Music ” is a mystery to us. Quackery has ever sought 
to veil its shallowness .with big and hollow sounding 
•phrases. The “Doctor of Music ” must go, juBt as must 
the stencil piano. It is not an honorary degree; it is a 
dishonorable title, and its bearer is, in nine cases out of 
ten, a pretender.—Musical Courier. 
SPECIAL NOTICES, 
Notices for this column inserted at 3 cents a word for one Insertion, 
payable' in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
previous month to insure publication in the next number. 
Edward Baxter perry win start upon his 
Fall concert and recital tour October 2d and will 
cover the States of Connecticut, New. Jersey, New 
York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan and Illi- 
nois. Parties in these States for whom Mr. Perry plays 
annually and others who would like to correspond in re¬ 
gard to Lecture-recitals between October 2d and De¬ 
cember 15th, please address, him at 178 Tremont street, 
Boston, Mass, Mr. Perry will omit all points West of 
the" Mississippi “the coming season, but will begin" the 
season of 1894 and, ’95 with a trip in that region. 
Boston training school of music.—in- 
corporated according to the laws of the State of 
Massachusetts. Special object: Training Teachers of 
Music. Conrses of Instruction. The Normal Course 
for Teachers,—a well-defined curriculum ; systematic 
training and broad education, providingfor a thorough 
equipment in the teacher’s profession. Teaching under 
supervision. Entrance examination required for the 
Normal Coursfe. Preparatory Course, in which beginners 
are received. Intermediate and Advanced Courses— 
Singing, Piano, Organ, Violin, Music in Public Schools, 
Guitar, Mandolin, and all Orchestral Instruments. 
Piano taught by means of .the Virgil Clavier Method. 
Department of Elocution, Emerson College of Oratory, 
Department of Art, in charge of the well-known artist, 
Henry Sandham, R. C. A. Lectures and Concerts by 
eminent men. Tuition, $5.00 to $25.00 per term.- For 
calendar and further information address George H. 
Howard, A. M., Director. 
THE EXPRESS DUPLICATOR is used by many MSS 
writers of music and ordinary writing. It produces 
a very large number of copies from every , original. 
Bensinger Duplicator Co., New York. Send for 
information. 
"ITYANTED—A teacher (lady) of Violin. One who 
Y V is able to teach beginners on the piano- Adr. 
Miss Lillie W. Long, Charlotte Sem., Charlotte, N. C. 
AN EXPERIENCED TEACHER, having certificate 
from Mr. Jacobsohn, wishes position as Director 
of Conservatory or Violin Teacher, for coming year. 
Address Jennie Gratz, La Grange HI. 
COLUMBIA'S LETTER. 
Columbia wrote a letter to Uncle Sain, one day, 
Reminding him her birthday was at hand; 
Octobertwenty-first, the eventful day would be,' 
When twice two hlmdred years, she would complete, you see. 
“ Now,” said she, “I wish to have you understand, 
“ On this natal day of mine, a present I expect, 
Rich, rare and costly as your purse can buy. 
Ouess, if you can, what gift will please me. Uncle dear, 
And buy it as a fittingone for my four hundredth year; 
Now, don’t forget.” Here’s Uncle Sam’s reply : 
“ Colombia, my dear and honored niece, I know, 
Remembering your taste for music sweet, 
Of two gifts I can offer that will bring you true delight, ■With sweet sounds for the hearing, and beauty for the sight: 
Naught do they lack to make your joy complete. 
** Perhaps you guess the gifts I would bring, but your surprise 
I’ll not spoil by telling; UJ1 just say lam 
Assured my choice will please you and always bring to mind, 
Niece Columbia, the love,'and birthday wishes kind 
Of your aged, bat still vigorous • • • B „ 
VA1D1BLE MUSICAI WORKS PUBLISHED BT THEODORE PRESSER, Pliiladelphia, Pa. 
Hoot to findepstandfflqsie, Vote. 1 and 2 
BY- 
, M. S. B. MATHEWS. 
Price, $1.50 each. 
This work shows how to perform intelligently, and With ex* 
pression It unfolds the beauties of the better grades of music, 
9© that the musically -uneducated listener can enjoy them. 
It furnishes the most desirable material—Biographical, His¬ 
torical, Theoretical and Descriptive, for PPPILSp MUSICALB8. 
INDISPENSABLE to the PKOQRESSIVE TEACHER and EARN¬ 
EST PUPIL. 
PRACTICAL HARMONY FOR STUDENTS 
BY 
■ ZDr. 3F. Xd, XCTXI,3?ESE2- 
Price, $1.00, in Boards. 
Especially calculated to teach the Art of Composition and 
“■ fmproyisatiotL ,_ • _ 
COURSE IB HARMONY. 
BY 
GEORGE H. HOWARD, A. M. 
F*rioe, $1.50. 
nils 
tie 'HIS SUBJECT, 
Whjs and Wherefores of Music. 
Elementaly. - 
By si?:, s„ v xs?WMa, 
Pr », BO • 
Should be in the Hands of Every Pupil of Music,_ 
A series of questions end answers whi chinvolve the elements 
of music. This book covers the ground of a primer on music, 
and gives an introduction to the Science of Harmony. 
, Contains a school of embellishments, and answeremost of the 
questions constantly coming to the inquiring pupil. 
MUSICAL STUDIES AT HOME. 
BY 
MARGARET B. HARVEY. 
Price, $1.25. 
Neatly hound. Suitable for presentation. A Help in the 
Home Study of Musie for Parents and Pupils._ 
TfiE STUDY Op 
BY H. PHR6NT. 
Translated by M. A. Bierstadt. 
Price, $x.oo« 
One hundred and twenty-seven pages. One hundred and 
alxty-two questions, with elaborate and dearly-expressed an¬ 
swers. MANY VALUABLE TABLES AND RULES. 
PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTOR. 
' BX 
JAMES EilULSOH HOWE. 
Price, #1.50. 
Complete theoretical explanations. System of Touch and 
Bhythm. Easily graded Interesting and pleasing. Used and 
strongly endorsed by the best musicians, teachers and conserva¬ 
tories. ' 
Price, 10 cents; $1.00 per doz. 
Systematises the pupils’ study ; has a record of lesson 
days, hours of practice, and other practical helps. 
SPENGLER’S SYSTE! OF TECHNIC 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE. 
By A. SPENGLER. 
Price, half cloth, $1.50. 
Usher. 
fimw uBssofis ijl hr$Wohy. 
By Soft* C. FIIklkJHORH. 
PMae, $1.00. 
Sasenti&l to Progressive Teachers. A work based on the ad¬ 
vanced theories of Dr. Hugo Riemann, Send for descriptive cir¬ 
cular or sample copy to the Publisher. _ 
A Standard Work. t 
LESSONS IN MUSICAL HISTORY. 
By John C. Fillmore. 
Price, $i.so. 
INDI8PEN8ABLE TO MUSI© PUPILS. For Schools, 
Gasses, Conservatories and general reading. Useful and enter¬ 
taining. Send for fell description or sample copy to Publisher. 
SOHtiVHL Mifcim 
Compiled toy Theodore Press er. 
Prioe, in Board Coverall.00. 
.Choice normative pieces as pleasing as valuable. A favorite 
collection with the progressive teachers and pupils. Indispensa¬ 
ble for the formation and cultivation of taste. Valuable as'Read* 
tag Lessons, 
FIFTY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS. 
FOR PIANOFORTE STUDENTS. 
By ALBERT W. BORST. 
Prioe, 5 cents; 50. cents per doz. 
: -—and-—- 
Juvenile Examination Questions for Yeung 
Pianoforte Pupils. 
33y Ij. ». CHltTECH. 
Price, 10 cents; Sl-OO per doz. 
Every student o. music should try taanswer these questions. To 
the successful they will give thepelf-confidence aristas' from diffi¬ 
culties overcome, and to those too fail they will plainly indicate 
where farther study is necessary. To answer them will lead to 
much useful information, it requires thorough and comprehen¬ 
sive knowledge of a subject to. enable one to write out concise 
and accurate answers to a series of questions. 
A GRAND ORATORIO. 
By HUGH A. CLASK, Mas. Doc. 
Price, $1.50, Bound in Boards. 
The libretto of this Oratorio is taken from the Bible, and 
PIANOFORTE IWUSIC. 
By JOHN COMFORTTILLMORE. 
Price, $1.50. 
The only book of tMs kind in English. Endorsed and used 
by the Leading Teachers and Conservatories. Comprehensive, 
Interesting, UsefiiL A book for study or general rt ;u 
Six Editions have already been printed. 
WHAT SHALL WE FLAT, or, 
MUSIC IN THE MOOSE. 
By CAUL REINECKE 
Price, 85 cent*. 
Letters ftom a renowned musician and teacher to a lady; 
Directly calculated to lead to better work and a fuller appre¬ 
ciation ana enjoyment of what is good and best in music. 
Written for pupils of all grades. Invaluable to young teachers, 
and it especially appeals to the progressive teacher of experience. 
The pieces named in the book can be had ftom the publisher. 
STUDIES IN MEASURE AND RHYTHM. 
BY E. W. KRAUSE. 
FOR PRIVATE, CLASS OR SELF-INSTRUCTION 
Price, 81.50 in Boards. 
-A Systematic and Practical Treatment-of Measure {TimeJ-and 
Metrical Notation, In the form of scales and other exercises.' 
The work affords material for acquiring the ability to read 
and play the piano correctly in a comparatively short time. 
A Graded Course of Study for Cabinet Organ* 
BY M. S. MORRIS. 
Price, 10 cents. 
Containing the best lists of pieces and studies, volumes of 
voluntaries, arranged in systematic order for reference. 
By JAMES HAMHiTO^HOWE. 
flatii op ef Picmofopfrv Instousls*. 
Half Cloth, 8x.£|o. 
New Edition. New Exercises. School of Embellishment 
Complete Technical MateriaL Interesting and Thorough. 
Class and Account Book for 
Music Teachers. 
-By E. M. SEFTON.-— 
Revised Edition, Price, 50 cento. 
The book contains everything for keeping accounts or music 
teachers: Index; A Dally Schedule of Lessons for each 
Hour; Pupils’ Sheet Music Account; Account With 
Musie Publishers; Daily Earnings} Summary; Memor¬ 
andum, etc. Devised and revised to meet every want of a 
music teacher in keeping accurate and systematic accounts. 
Carefully kept accounts prevent disputed bills at end of terms. 
PLAYS AND SONGS. 
Price, S6 cents. _ 
For Kindergarten. Private Primary Schools 
and for Families. 
A collection of translated Kindergarten Songs and Plays ftom 
the German. Words essentially child-like, chaste and beautiful, 
pleasing and good music.__' 
®«i! JSTAWUail 038* By 1 EK,. H K3BMANN. 
Translated by J. 0. Fillmore. - 
Price, 25 cents. 
An exposition of some modem ideas of Harmony. A pamphlet 
of about SO pages for teachers and advanced students, showing the 
new things and underlying principles of this subject. All pro¬ 
gressive teachers will feel the necessity of having a working 
knowledge of these new ideas, and ho ambitious pupil will feel 
contented until be has mastered the contents of this book. 
In Six Grades, Each 7B cents. 
By RIDLEY PRENTICE. 
This work helps to a better understanding and 
i in of the best things
_ romance 
music. Leads to efficient 
the pupil interested and teaching him to enjoy Beautiful Music.” 
It gives a list of the most desirable and useful Classical and 
Standard Music for Teaching and Study. 
Analyses, Explains and Annotates the Pieces. It is 
full of valuable and helpfhl suggestions and information. Con¬ 
tains many interesting incidents in the lives of the great com¬ 
posers. 
ADVICE TO YOUNG STUDENTS OF THE FIAN070BTE. 
By ALFRED W. BORST. 
Prioe, 10 cents each; 81.00 per doz. 
Some Good Advice for Everyone Studying the Piano. 
A little 
concentrated 
be frequently read by young pi 
reach, as a silent monitor to keep them ftom forming bad habits. 
Teachers should furnish them to pupils, for it is admirably calcu¬ 
lated to inspire the pupil to enthusiastic and superior work. 
ELEMENTARY PIANO INSTRUCTOR, 
OR 
TH0U8HTS for Teachers and pupils. 
By ALOYS RENNES, 
Trantlated from the German by JR J. THOMPSON. 
Price, 15 cents. 
A pamphlet of 20 pages. 
PIANO TEACHING. 
BY 
FELIX LE COUPPEY. 
®xff«aola,t@s5L Tsy LC. BZERSTAST. 
Price, 75 cents, postpaid. 
A work for every teacher. Full of valuable hints ftom one 
of the greatest teachers of the piano. 
PRINCESS SNOWFLAKE 
OR BEYONO THE ICEBERGS. 
By Benja*jm.iaa Cross, <Xr. 
Price, 11.25. 
A New Crania ©pera, in Three Acts, with Original Words and 
Music. Complete Libretto can be furnished on application. 
COUNTERPOINT AND CANON. 
By Ei. W. AYRES. 
Pviee, « » $1.00, Postpaid, 
It clearly marks ont the student’s work for him, and assigns 
him his definite writing exercises in eaeh chapter. Thfese tasks 
being indicated in their proper place, the student may not be in 
doubt as to his work for a moment. 
PROHOUHCIM DICTIONARY OF MUSIC. 
BY 
W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
Price, $1.00. 
Besides giving definitions of terms a short sketch of 
all modem musicians is included. 
TEACHING AND TEACHING! REFORM. 
BY 
A. E. Parsons and Constantin Sternberg. 
' Price, as cents. 
Two Lectures of unusual merit.___ 
METHOD OF STUBY., 
By J.C . A, fUacIron®. 
Price* xo cents. 
Among the many topics treated in this little .pamphlet are 
“Or. a Good Touch,” Repose in Playing,” “Magnetism in Play¬ 
ing.’'— __ 
For Full Description of Above Works Send for Complete Descriptive Catalogue. 
C r 
WS0liS§$ — — 
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HABIT IN PIANOFORTE PLAYING, 
BY CARL HOFFMAN. 
mxoB S5 OE3NTTS. 
Presents an analytical study of control of move¬ 
ment and habit forming, as well as a succinct out¬ 
line of mechanical and expressional technic as re¬ 
spects the logical use, singly and combined, of 
fingers, hand, upper and lower arm, shoulder, and 
foot, in playing the piano. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
MIDDLE GRADE TECHNICAL EXERCISES 
BY CARL HOFFMAN. 
PRICE $1.00. 
New and revised edition. Based upon latest 
technical ideas connected with touch, rhythm, ac¬ 
cent,, dynamic shading, freer independence of mem¬ 
bers associated in piano playing, among themselves 
and in combination. In the hands of thoughtful 
teachers and students most excellent results will 
follow the use of these Exercises, which need only 




1708 Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia, 
neat and substantial 
<EMUSIC V FOLIOS.^ 
OUR OWN MAKE. 
Price $1.00. $9.00 per dozen, by Express. 
This folio la without spring back or ornamental work. It is a simple 
folio in doth, with three strings to tie the open ends. 
Address THE©. FHESSER,’ Philo., Pa. 
New Cantata for Small Choral Societies. 
“JOHN GILPIN.” 
COMPOSED BY 
ALBERT W. BOff ST. 
May he had, together with press notices and musical synopsis, from 
au music stores. 
Studies in Melody Playing, 
BY 
HAMILTON O. MAODOUGALL. 
PRICE $1.25. 
The phenomenal success of Volume I has en¬ 
couraged Mr. Macdougall to issue the second vol¬ 
ume, which will be similar in style to Volume I. 
It is a collection of chaste, easy, short, and interest- 
ing pieces, with annotations and close fingering. 
The collection will surpass anything in this line 
yet published. 
CONTENTS-VOLUME II. 
WILM, N. v. Op. 81, No. 1.....To Begin With 
TSCHAIKOWSKY. Op. 89, No. 17.German Song 
SSSMSS’ ?• 9.P-140> ^°* ....Festive Dance 
SCHYTTE. L. Op. 69, No. 12...........;.... ......Good Night 
MACDOudALL. h. C....,....Christmas Pastorale 
RUMMFLL, J..........Romance 
KULLAK, T. Op. 62, No. 12.Evening Boll 
TSCHAIKOWSKY, Op. 89, No. 18...Italian Hone ■■■ ,g&S 
BOBM^Op.169^.......Little Love Pong 
8CHYTTE, L. Op. 69, No. II......'..............Fairy Tale 
THE ETUDE, 
BOOSEY~& CO^ 
NEW YORK. LONDON. 
PUBLISHERS OF 
The latest successes are— 
The Holy City (with Organ Obligato). By 
Stephen Adams... .. . .  75Ci 
The sale of this Song is now breaking the rec¬ 
ord made by Snlliyan’s “ Lost Chord:” 
Adieu, Marie! By Stephen Adams. 60c. 
Beautiful Song for Tenors. Sung by Mr. Ed¬ 
ward Lloyd with tremendous success during his 
recent tour in Canada and the United States. 
Two Songs, (a) “ Auf Wiedersehn(ft) 
“Queen of all the Roses.” By Hope 
Temple ............. 60c. 
Exquisite is the only term which can be given 
to these compositions. 
Spring. New Song by George Henschel. 60c. 
“May, without overstatement of the case, be 
written down as absolute inspiration, so enchant¬ 
ing are its gracious phrases and so sweet its ring¬ 
ing, bird-like music. Lying aptly within the 
singer’s range, it was sung by Miss Florence in a 
manner that fell nothing short of absolute perfec¬ 
tion.”—The London Daily Telegraph. 
Ae Fond Kiss.— By A. S. Gatty.."........ 60c. 
Beautiful.setting to Burns’poem. 
Carnival. By J. L. Molloy...  60c. 
Crossing the Bar. By A. H. Behrend. 60c. 
Rose of Kenmare. By F. Bevan.. 60c. 
Never a Rose. By I. Cowen.  60c. 
AND MANY OTHER8 BY 
WELLIMGS, RODNEY, M0IR, CARYLL, 
R0ECKEL, ETC., ETC. 
NEW VOLUME JUST ADDED TO EOYAL EDITION, 
SONGS FROM THE ORATORIOS, 
Containing a Selection of Solos for Soprano, Con. 
tralto. Tenor, and Basts in Original Keys. 
Paper, $1.00. Cloth and Gilt, $2.00. 
Now being used,., in the Principal Academies 
of America and England, 
NEW EDUCATIONAL WORK, 
50 SOLFEGGI, 
. ByTOSTI. 
$1 EACH BOOK—IN TWO BOOKS—$1 EACH BOOK. 
(Written In this composer’s most melodious stylo.) 
PANSERON’S METHOD FOR SOPRINOS, 
Paper, $2.50; Cloth, J3.S0. 
NAVA’S meth6d FOR BARITONES, 
jPaper, $2.50; Cloth, $3.50. 
Sainton-Dolby’s Celebrated Tutor for Lady Singers, 
(in a PART8.) . 
A large choice of Tutors by well-known Mas¬ 
ters, from 50 cts. upward. 
175 
Net Eiercises for Sleht-Sineina: Class®, 
By W. W. GILCHRIST. In Three Books. 
There are many excellent works on the theory of sight-singing, but 
In the matter of reiterative exercise there has always been a great 
lack. Mr. Gilchrist’s work, representing, as it does, the awnmni.i«i 
experience of years, most completely meets this want, a large amount 
of practice being given on each point as it comes up, arid the whole, 
while avoiding catehy melodies tolead ihg ear, being; characterised 
by a very high type of musicianship. 
BOOK I consists exclusively of Temoe-Lbssohs, in one, two, and 
four parts. No intervals greater than the second are used, and the 
pupil is thereby enabled to concentrate attention entirely on the 
time-principles involved. Price 50 cents. 
4 BOOK n is given entirely to interval exercises, without special 
relation to keys, beginning with the simplest and progressing gradu¬ 
ally to the more complex. Price 50 cents. 
BOOK III is divided into two parts; the first consisting of ten 
exercises in each major and minor key, Ipithoui modulationthe sec¬ 
ond, of the same number, with modulations. This book, with its 260 
exercises. In one, two, and four parts, is a most valuable one, and 
entirely unique. In fact, the work as a whole stands quite alone in 
its exhaustiveness and systematic arrangement. 
It is, as its name implies, merely a collection of Exkbcisbs. The¬ 
oretical instruction is left entirely to the teacher, and the exercises 
ARE ADAPTABLE TO ANY 8Y8TEH. 
The exercises are so arranged that they can be used by either 
male, female, or mixed-voice classes. 
They give the teacher just what he wants for any kind of class, 
save him an immense amount of black-board work, and give the 
pupil plenty of practice at home. —- 
It is, without doubt, the largest and most complete set of sightrsinging 
exercise* ever published, and must soon become a necessity in every 
well-organized school where music is taught, as well as to every 
teacher. Price, |1.00. 
Price, Book 5.   .50 
Book n. 5® 
Book III......$1.00 
Complete, 3 Books, $1,50. 
Sample copies sent upon application. 
FUELISHRD BY 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA. 
THIRTY 
E RULES FOR MUSIC STUDENTS, 
Practical Advice, Hints, and Suggestions 
for the Young. _ 
B YT H E 1VE .A. 2NT 3ST- Tvl O H It.. 
PRICE 5 CENTS EACH. 
THEOPORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Something New and Remarkable! 
MUSICAL* DOMINOES 
Invented by C. W.GRIMM: 
PRICE, 75 CENTS. 
SOLE AGENTS FOB 
THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
ENOCH & SONS, London, 
PATERSON & SONS, Edinburgh. 
JAMES BATH, London. 
FOR 8ALE BY 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA 
A game for every home.—Desirable by young and old.—Excellent 
for parties., ...... 
Figuring in notes and rests is the feature of this game. 
So ingeniously is this game constructed that the muBical matter in 
It is never felt as g burdensome appendage. 
The instructive and amusing qualities of the game have been so 
perfectly and harmoniously blended that the Musical Dominoes will 
form an everlasting Bource of enjoyment. 
Each set is accompanied with instructions how to play the various fames possible: Block, Draw, All-Quarters, Bergen, Sebastopol, and 
iddle-a-Wink. These contain a wonderful amount of information ' 
concerning computation of note-values. 
Tbe instructions explain alBo the value of notes and rests, bo that 
any one may learn how to play this game, and became proficient in 
figuring note-values. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
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FIVE VALUABLE PAMPHLETS: 
Tearf ->r »>*«. (**. ->aj Bef< ran,” % * B Paroon* and 
Oontten ms 15 r rv«, .... , , ............... ......26 ste 
“What Shall wa Play, or Mimics! Education In the Home," 
Ijotten to-a Lady niend. Qy'OktI B®b»#okq. translated 
by John Behmsnn, ................ , J ta 
Al'~- uK ij Han i ntj v idaforiTcachii oi *npll 5 Alo; i 
. : Hennes,,.............   ...16 eta. 
“ Advioe to Tonng Students of Fianoforta.” A collection of; about1 
60 rules for beginners. By Albert W. Borat,........10 eta. 
of Study (Bor ) By 0. A. ’ ...10 Ota. 
Tlae Five sent by Hall for 00 ets. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSED, 1708 Cbutaut St., 
PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
~]F-A.ILuMEK*S . 
New Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary 
of 1 sical Terms. 
aeoo terms rbEEUVEu. 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Dietionary has recently been issued, which contains up¬ 
ward of 2600 definitions, covering about all that is 
required by musical students and teachers. It should 
be in the possession of every person who studies music. 
TRICE as GENTS. 
Address THEODORE PRESSES!, 
1708 Chestnut St., Phllad’a, Pa. 
GROVES DICTIONARY 
OF 
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS. 
The only Complete Snoy olopmdia of Musio in 
the English Language. 
Bound in handsome Brown Cloth, Gilt Tops. Put up in boxes and 
aold only in complete seta This new edition includes the Index. 
Price for 5 Volumes, (including Index,) $18.50. a 
Price for Index, - - - - $2.50. 
Address . THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTMUT ST., fcHILA. 
rHIUnElIHIA MUSICAL •> JtMDEMl 
1617 Spruce Street, Philadelphia, 
5073 Main Street, Germantown. 
TWENTY-FIFTH SEASON. 
Private and Class Lessons in all branches of 
Hnsie. Terms, $7.50 to $30.00. 1189 Pupils 
in Attendance Last Season. 
Instructor—R. Zeckwer, R. Hen nig, Mauri tz Leefson, Martinus 
van Gelder, Gustav Hille, M. Mohr, D. D. Wood, F. Creason, L. 
Howe, Carl Samang, Pssquale Rondinalla, Peter Marzen, Mirsses S. 
Sower, A. Sutor, L. Tier* B. Davis, V. Henderson, A. Hall, Mrs. 
Funkel-Zimmernian, Mrs. W. and J. Tiers, Mrs. Boiee-Honsieker. 
FREE ADVANTAGES. 
Classes in Harmony, Symphony; Vocal Ensemble and Instru¬ 
mental Ensemble Classes; String Quartette’ and Orchestra Classes. 
Concerts given by the professors and pupils of the Academy in our 
own Hall. Lectures on- Acoustics and other musical topics. 
. The Concert Hall contains a very effective Church Organ, built by 
Hook A Hastings, of Boston. 
Janko keyboard taught. 
For illustrated catalogues, apply to 
RICHARD ZECKWER, Director. 
£i HOBLB .AJE&T ” 
BY FANNY MOBliS SMITH. 
PRICE $1.00. 
A book which will possess a peculiar interest for all lovers of 
music,-being a eoUection of the lectures on the evolution and con- 
straction of the piano. 
These lectures are a careful study of the science of piano-making, 
—a practical study, made not alone in libraries, but in piano-factories 
and work-shops. They present a most picturesque and graphic de¬ 
scription of the triumph of the piano-makers’ art. The information 
they contain is procurable in no other form, for many of the “ se¬ 
crets of the trade ” have been for the first time surrendered for the 
use of this author. The lectures excited unusual interest upon their 
delivery, and Miss Smith was obliged to repeat them before a num¬ 
ber of other audiences. » ■ ' 
“A Noble Art” makes a volume of 160 pages, illustrated with 
more than sixty engravings. It is issued in dainty form, printed on 
fine paper, the leaves uncut and with broad margins, the cover of 
Japanese paper printed in dull red. 
For sale by 
THEO. PRESSED, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
STUDIES IN PHRASING 
VOL. II. 
By W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
PRICE $1.50, NET. 
■ A collection of a higher grade of Piano Compositions. 
Also containing an extensive treatise on expression, 
which is as practical as it is valuable. The principles fiven in the treatise are exemplified in a senes of the 
nest compositions of the greatest composers, including 
BelectionB. from Bach, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schu¬ 
mann, Chopin, and Rubinstein. 
MENDELSSOHN. 
Critically Revised by Calvin B. Cady, 
With Portrait and Biographical Sketch by 
Theodore Presser. 
PRICE 75 CENTS. 
This edition is beautifully printed on good 
paper. It is annotated, and newly phrased and 
fingered. The critical notes will be found es¬ 
pecially practical and valuable. There are 
nineteen of the songs, printed on 56 pages. 
The selections were by the advice and co-opera¬ 
tion of many leading musicians of this country. 
Address the Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia, Pa. 
AND 
HOW TO SUCCEED IN IT. 
BY THOMAS TAPPER. 
price ; ; $1.50. 
This work is a companion volume to 
“Chats with Music Students” by the 
same author. Numerous phases of art] 
and art life are talked about in a thor¬ 
oughly practical way. It points out the 
way of success to teachers and students in 
art life. Mr. Tapper’s informal and 
thoroughly pertinent manner of writing 
has a real value in it, that will make this 
companion volume indispensable to every 
POCKET METRONOME. 
SIMPLE, GI1TEIIEIT, iUT, 111 IIE»H5S!I. 
Price, Nickel-pitted, 50 Cents, Net, Postpaid. 
Giving the correct Metronomic Marks after the 
Maelsel Standard, together with the 
True Tempos of all the Danoea. 
These instruments have been especially manufactured 
for The Ktudk, and will be sent as a premium to any one 
Bending two subscribers. Address 
THEODORE IpRESSER, 
1708 CHESTFUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA, 
Introduction to Studies in Phrasing. 
FIRST LESSONS IN 
W. 8. B. MATHEW8. 
PRICE - 
- $1.80. 
The author has brought together a valuable collection 
of little pieces, musical and poetic in quality, within the 
ability of children’s fingers and within the range of the 
children’s minds. They are taken from the most suc¬ 
cessful collections of this class of tone poems for chil¬ 
dren tba world can show. 
The pieces are all closely annotated, fingered, 
etc. There is also, at the beginning of the work, 
a few chapters on the object and manner of 
using the work; Rudiments of Musical Form; 
Phrasing; What it is to Play with Expression; 
Subjective and Objective in playing, etc. 
The work is intended to precede the two vol¬ 
umes of “ Studies in Phrasing,” which are among 
the most popular musical textbooks now used 
in the country. As a work of genuine useful¬ 
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SELE GTED STUDIES. 
BY STEPHEN HELLER. 
Selected from Opus 45, 46, and 47. 
PRICE 81,50. 
Revised by Albert Ross Parsons, Calvin B. Cady, 
Arthur Foote, Edward Baxter Perry, John S.Tan 
Cleve, Wilson 6. Smith, and Charles W. London. 
These 6tudes are carefully fingered and phrased, 
metronome marks given, use of pedal made dear and 
concise, and each one is described, named, and anno¬ 
tated, the remarks containing valuable hints and sugges¬ 
tions as to touch, style, and methods of study. This is 
the finest edition of theBe valuable 6tudes ever published. 
Address Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut 8tr®et, - Philadelphia, Pa. 
IN TEN SHADES. 
By W. 8. B. MATHEWS. 
Six Grades Now Ready. $1.00 Each Grade. 
W. 8. B. Mathews, with the help of other noted ma¬ 
gicians and teachers, has taken the whole field of 6tudes, 
and from them selected such as are most useful for 
meeting every necessity hi a teacher’s experience. 
Teachers will be delighted with the sterling, musical and 
useful technical qualities of these 6tudes. 
There are ten grades, a volume to each grade, each 
containing about thirty pages, and the Btadies in each 
volume progressively arranged. The selections are 
carefully fingered, phrased, edited, and annotated. Every 
difficulty is prepared by being first introduced in its most 
simple form. . I 
£.MiwMA’. •■r,iilxlLklt ..u. „ •£f; -j l-r \ : 
THEODORE DRESSER, 1704 CHESTNUT ST., DTTTT. A tvttit ,t?ttt a t>A 
fop] 
lan 




OKDKR BY . ' 
NUMBER ONLY „ 
1857. Volkmann. Op. 27, No. 5. Folk 
c;: Songv Grade - - II. 
This is a selection from MacDougal’s “Studies in 
Melody-Playing,” Vol. II. It demands a slow delivery 
and a yery sustained, firm tone. Impassioned delib¬ 
eration is its characteristic. 
1858. Tsohaikowsky.: Op. 39, No. . J7. 
' German Song. Grade 11......../.. 
A Very graceful piece in % time. It should not be 
played too fast, like a waltz. A good exercise in light 
wrist playing. 
1869. Gurlitt, C. Op. 140, No. 7. Fes- ■ tlve Danoe. Grade II. 
A Bpirited waltz, giviu g c 
expression, and light left-h  
1860 Schytte, L. Op. 69, No 12. 
Night.. Grade II ...... 
A yery: effective , short piece. The work for both 
hands -is good, and the whole is interesting and 
attractive. 
1861. MaoDougal.H. O. Christmas Pas¬ 
torale. Grade II... 
Both hands have important work -in this piece. It 
is well calculated to develop young students in taste 
and intelligence. It must be studied to be properly 
rendered, 
1862. Von Wilm, N. Op. 81, No. 13. 
OradleiSong. Grade II.. 
This is a melody and accompaniment for the same 
baud. The bass has also an effective figure. The 
phrasing is indicated. It is a good study in melody 
playing. 
1363. Kavanagh, I. Andante. Grade IL. 
This piece approaches Grade III in difficulty, and is 
worthy of hearty commendation. Melody and accom¬ 
paniment are both in one hand, while the interest 
of the other (the left) is fully equal. Thirds and 
chords increase the difficulty of the piece. 
1364. Rummel, J. Romance.—Grade II. 
A good study in cantabile playing. A broad sing¬ 
ing tone is required, and figures of sixteenth notes 
require fluency. Worth try ing. 
1365. Hullak, T. Op. 62, No. 12. Even¬ 
ing Bell. Grade II.... 
This also approaches Grade III in some respects. 
The bell effect is made by a reiterated B-flat in the 
treble. The melody begins in the left hand and is re¬ 
sponded to by the right. A crossing of the hands 
takes place in the latter pari of the piece. 
1366. Tsohaikowski. Op. 39, No. 18. 
Italian Song. Grade II..... 
A bit of musical fun at the expense of an early 
Italian style. Of interest to a young student.' 
1367. Wilm, N. v. Op. 81, No. 2. Hilarity. 
Grade II.............. 
Valuable for staccato practice. Figures in both 
hands respond to each other. Bright and lively in 














1368. Lichner, H. Op. 24. Scherzo. 
Grade II.... 
A good piece by a popular writer. Scale passages 
and staccato chords alternate with each other. The 
scale passages, later, are passed from hand to hand. 
An accompaniment of eighth notes in the left hand 
affords excellent finger practice. 
1369. Bohm, O. Op. 169. Little Love 
Song. Grade II ........ 
Bather more difficult than some of the foregoing. 
It is a beautiful melody and accompaniment, giviDg 
an excellent chance for tasteful and expressive play¬ 
ing. .Its octaves increase its difficulty. 
Sohytte, L. Op. 69, No. 11. Fairy 
Tale. Grade II -.. .. 
Somewhat on the tarantella style, giving practice in 
broken chords and in the light arm movement. 
The pieces from No. 1356 to 1370 are from H. C. 
MacDougal’s “ Studies, in Melody Playing," Vol. II. 
The fingering, phrasing, and pedaling are carefully 
and critically marked. They are chosen for their 
educational value and form a valuable addition to the 
list of interesting teaching pieces in Grade II. The 
convenience of securing them in single form will be 
appreciated. 
Lamothe, Georges. \Op. 262. Estu- 
diantina (Cap. Espagnol). Grade 
IV............... 
A characteristic piece of Spanish type. The rhythm 
of the dance la in it, and it is valuable for acquiring a 
light arm touch. It is interesting as well. 
Vilbao, Renaud de. ValsedesMer- 
veilleuses. Grade V.... 
This. piece requires musical intelligence for its 
proper rendering. It belongs to a higher order of 
composition, ana will not give out its value unless 
there is study. It serves an excellent purpose, both 
technically and musically. 
It is a piece which affords full opportunity for the 
teaching of modern technics of touch. 
Ten Brink, Jules. Op. 12. In the 
Forest. Grade IV....... 
The melody to carried by he lef fas i , ** om- 
panii « tot broken cl «d® i the ■ gb Net 
*.l< i® he same the te to delivered f the thumbs of 
both hands, whil i i main lg .r.F.'r sure bust 
by te accompaniment If Iso a 1 t icb 
piet , but.will require vdrk of an telligent sort 
Ohaxninade, O. Op. 24. The Dragon 
Flies. Grade V.. 
Arm, hand, and finger/control'Are necessary here 
in fhll measure. Charming effect* can be made In' 
this piece.; TheJeft band plays as an' accompaniment 
to a melody, itself affording opportunities for phras¬ 
ing, a figure of sixteenth notes, through which there 
















NUMBER ONLY; E", 
1375. Delahaye, L. L. Op. 18. Valse. 
Grade V  ..... 
- - This waltz to/not hacknoyed either in 'melody or 
style. There is originality about it and finework for 
intermediate students., Like all this Bet, it requires 
taste, and intelligence for its proper understanding. 
1376. Colomer, B. M. Serenade Galante. 
Grade V.... 
Another interesting piece for both teacher and pu¬ 
pil. The style to elevated, and the effects good 
throughout. 
There is a touch of mixed rhythm, and the left-hand 
work is valuable, because of the exercise it gives in 
wide accompaniment playing. It cannot be com¬ 
mended too highly. 
1877. Vilbao, Renaud de. Pompadour 
(Gavotte). ;• Grade III.. 
■ . A quaint gavotte, furnishing a first-class study in 
staccato work. To phrase it properly and render it 
with a crisp staccato touch and light arm careful 
practice will be necessary. •. 
1378. Thome, Francis. Minuet. Grade HI.. 
- It to a pleasure to commend such pieces as this. It, 
when properly taught, will do much to awaken musi¬ 
cal taste, and a higher understanding of musical 
form. 
The content is excellent, and will he of decided in- " 
terest to teacher and pupil. 
1379. Delahaye, L. L. Op. 16. LaRonde 
du Serail. Grade III..... 
The melody Is principally in thirds (semi-staccato), 
with occasional chords, while the climax is given in 
-full chords. The left hand has an effective accompani¬ 
ment, the Occasional iteration of E flat, first line of 
treble, giving a good effect, which is heightened later 
on by bringing this iteration into more prominence. 
Useful and pleasing. 
1380. Godard, Benjamin. Op. 14. Les 









A rather; odd theme in minor, with occasional 
lapses into the major. A good exercise in rapid ar¬ 
peggios and in two-finger work. A useful teaching 
piece. 
Chaminade, O. Op. 35. Filieuse. 
(Etude de Concert, No. 3.) Grade 
VI ......... 
A good concert dtude. requiring well-controlled 
arm and wrist and flexible fingers. Both hands are 
given opportunities for work. While a good techni¬ 
cal study, it te also tuneful and capable of a musical 
rendering. This, with the numbers from 1370, was 
revised and fingered by Mr, Bichard Zeckwer, a fact 
which enhances their value. They comprise a set 
of teaching pieces prepared for the press by an emi¬ 
nent musical authority and teacher, and commend 
themselves to all teachers. 
Fillmore, T. H. Barcarolle. Grade 
IV......  
A thoroughly good piece. The running accom¬ 
paniment of the left hand Is good ; tbe-melody sim¬ 
ple, hut effective. A contrast Is afforded by the 
short middle part in six sharps, the original key being 
A major. 
1383. Reed, CJh&s. H. Gavotte a la Fan- 
tasie. Grade IV......... 
A good study in wrist and arm playing. It con¬ 
tains a short but interesting trio. 
1384. Rathbun, F. G. Elfin Dance. Grade 
III....?. .... .... 
A very delightful and interesting piece. Popular, 
but not trashy. It contains excellent practice in 
touch and phrasing, and can be given a distinctly 
educational value. 
1385. Motor, Carl. Op. 1, No. 1. Menu- 
ettt). Grade III............;.. 
Attractive and useful. Of good form and melody, 
and introduces bits of octave work for left hand. 
1386. Moter, Carl. Op. 1, No. 2. Oaprio- 
cietto. Grade III............ 
A good Btudy in scale playing. The piece of imita¬ 
tion with which the piece begins to interesting, and. 
. throughout the entire piece excellent opportunities 
are given for improving practice. 
1387. May, Walter H. Entre Nous. 
Grade III.... 
A bright, effective polka caprice. It will be found 
useful and pleasing, while it does not sink to the level 
of trash. 
1888. Presser, Theo. Ootave Studies. 
Octave studies whieh are neither too hard nor too 
mechanical are in demand, and this to a; set of such 
studies as will meet the requirements of the case. 
They are decidedly interesting, and are carefully 
graded. Each study is prefaced by a preparatory, ex- 
eroise, to be repeated a number of times, and which 
will prepare the hand for the work to'follow. A list 
of pieces and studies; also; graded, to given which' 
contains works'of this class. These octave studies 
can be used as a complement to Mason’s Touch and 
Technic, Vol. IV. 
1889. Smith, Wilson G. Op. 55, Book I. 
Spe dal Bxer sea Scale Play¬ 
ing, with partioular reference to 
the development of the 3d, '4th, 
and 5th fingers of aaol hand.. ... 
Tl a exerei - comprise i set ol short studies 
mechanical inthei nature-dfor. the more' raj '/ e rel 
opment of the weak fingers of the hand — 
They are based upon the experience of the author, 
a tei r of established r utatlon, and It may be 












1390. Geibel, Adam. Morning'Time March; 
Grade II.:.. 
A melodious piece in an easy grade, which will be 
• 'hailed With by .Both teacher and pupil. It 
furatehM a good-' study in wrtot touch aa well as in- 
finger action. ; 
1391. Geibel, Adam. The Jolly Pionieers. 
Grade II............................... 
A tarantella after the order of Heller. Graceful 
and pretty. 
1392. Geibel, Adam. 
Grade II., 
In the Shadow. 
1393. 
1394. 
Geibel, Adam; Eventide Reverie. 
Grade II....._i.... 
A anther of the same 




1397. Lebierre, O. 
IV. 




This can be used early in Grade n,and will serve 
an excellent purpcae in acquiring a light arm and 
wrist. 
It to written with the. 
,his writer. Useful for 
Fairies’ Serenade. 




This to the .last of a set of five i  
known writer. They form a very w ome addition to 
the list of easy teaching pieces. This last number fa 
very graceful, and when played with a light arm 
pnd delicate touch produces a very pretty effect. 
May, Walter H. Une Petite Rhap¬ 
sodic Grade IV......... 
The theme to good and quite well developed. The 
bass affords good-practice in theme-playing and 
broken chord work. It can he recommended as a 
good piece of teaching music. 
Bohm, Carl. Op. 309. The Hunter’s 
Gall. Grade IV..... 
A characteristic piece by a. popular writer. The 
horns first call the hunters together, when the chorus 
begins. A good study in staccato chords. 
A dance of Spanish character, graceful and airy in 
style, but with a very decided rhythm and sharply 
marked accents. The bass with its rhythm of eighth 
and sixteenth notes is good practice. 
1898. EHeneureich, A, Spinning Song. 
Grade II..... 
An excellent, easy piece, bright and taking. The 
bass carries an accompaniment of broken fifths and 
octaves, while the right plays the melody, which, 
later, is transferred to the left hand, ' 
1399. Cheeswright, F. Song—On© of TTs 
Two............. 
A singable melody with a rather quaint accompani¬ 
ment. It is not hard, and being of moderate compass, 
it will suit a middle voice. 
1400. Goerdeler, R. I Think of Thee. 
Grade III. .. . 
A popular piece, well on—in parts—in Grade III. 
Syncopation, sixths, and arpeggios form the features 
of the piece. It is melodious. 
1401. Godard, Benj. Op. 66, No. 6. Mar¬ 
cel (The Huguenot). Grade V. 
Introduced into this composition is Luther’s chor¬ 
ale, “ Eln Feste Burg.” Tbe piece abounds in octave 
and chord work and affords a good study in full-arm 
touch. 
1402. Carpenter, T. Leslie. A Twilight 
Thte piece will present no" especial difficulty to a 
student well on in Grade III, and will be. found to be 
very interesting. 
mi__ „ j Y. The melody is good, and the entire piece is well* 
worked out. 
- The crossing of hands to effective, and the piece is 
musicianly. 
1408. Presser, Theo. School of Four-hand 
Playing. Grade III... 
This volume of the “School of Four-hand Playing ” 
includes duets by Beinecke.Loeschhorr Baumfelder, 
Schubert, Lachner, and Ohopln. Each number to 
valuable, and, as four-hand playing to a most import¬ 
ant feature of piano study, their usefulness to teachers 
can hardly be overestimated. This volume presents 
a series or four-hand pieces, graded, carefully edited, 
and finely printed, and it should be in the hands of 
every teacher of piano. . 
1404. Loesohhom, A. Op. 88, No., 3. 
Danoe HongrOise. Four Hands. 
. Grade III....,.......... 
A melodious piece for two voung players, giving 














F. Op. 161, NO. 6. 





Another piece for four hands. . 
The priino-has a taking melody which may be 
phrased effectively, while the second© has passages of 
thirds which will require a little practice. 
1406. Sohubert, F. Dp. 27, No. 1. Marche 
Heroique: Four hands. Grade III, 
A short march which will impress itself upon the 
. j ng players/ S mple bid str w ’ i iis share > 
1407. SohubertiF Op'.'78' Minuet Four 
* hands. Grade*III.::... ?... 
The celebrated Minuet, from Op. 78, arranged for 
four hands. It lends itself to. the arrangement well, 







We have just received a new importation of 







1708 Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia, Pa. 
MADAME A. PUPIN 
WILL ACCEPT ENGAGEMENTS FOR RECITALS ON THE 
NEW JANKO KEYBOARD. 
Permanent Address, 84 Broad Street, Elizabeth, W. if. 
Madame Papin gives her Recitals with a brief Lecture on the Ad¬ 
vantages and'Possibilities of-the New Keyboard,. Special i-erms to 
Behoofs and conservatories in Pennsylvania and Ohio the next two 
months. 
GIIITARIQTQ Send address for SAMPLE 
yteg&r «UI 1 MnlO I O, MUSIC in Lee’s FDCC | I 
Wonderful Simplified Method. Most ■ . 
*■> complet and simple ret i,’ *> d MUSIC 15 u S- , 
ILT RMO aL SIOHL HE. 3L. Stewart, 1 
PnblUher, Norwalk, Ohio. ' I 
PIANO CONVERSATIONS. 
Miss Amy Fay deairea to announce that she Is ready to receive en¬ 
gagements for Piano Conversations next season. Miss Fay promises 
fine programmes, selected from the best works of both classic and 
modern composers, and embracing a wide field of musical literature. 
She is in the habit of prefacing each piece with short comments, 
biographical of the composer or descriptive of the composition, 
which render it clear to everybody when played. These “conversa¬ 
tions ” are heartily enjoyed' by audiences, and serve to bring them 
into a pleasant personal relation with both the pianiste and the 
music, and are a great stimulus to musical students. Address, 
MISS AMY FAY, 
33 West SIst Street, - - -New Tork. 
THE WELL-KNOWN NEW YORK VOOAL TEACHER, 
! WILL HAVE CHARGE OF THE VbCAH DEPARTMENT 
SUMMED emTatlShe8. 
of the U H fl £$ 1 Send for 
NORTHWESTERN Bwfl 52) 1 Summer Catalogue. 
CONSERVATORY of MUSIC, Commencing .«£ LJ R 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. June 26th. 59ITH sU? W# »■ 
Observations bf a Musician. HUgn A CLARKE, Mus. Doc., 
n * a a ■ a a ■ a n n a Pk n 7 2 By LOUIS LOMBARD. 
Price 80 Cents, bound in Cloth. 
A neat and valuable hook of special value to musical students, but 
anybody can peruse it with entertainment and profit. Though a 
first-class artist, Louis-Lombard is that rarijy among artists, a prac¬ 
tical man, and his advice and . every-day_philosophy are fuli of sug¬ 
gestion and merit. He has been an extensive traveler, and some 
chapters communicate the results of his observations abroad. Mr. 
Lombard is thoroughly imbued with American ideas, which he 
happily applies in his efforts to cultivate his art among the growing 
generation. His little volume is a gem.—Pochetter (N. T.) Herald. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 





Can only be acquired at an institution 
where EVERY facility is afforded for 
Careful, Conscientious, and Thorough 
Study.: ■ . 
THE BROAD ST. 
CONSERVATORY, 
1331 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, 
IS SUCH A SCHOOL. 
It employs a Faculty of 30 Eminent Teachers. 
It grants greater FREE advantages than any other. 
It gives FREE SCHOLARSHIPS to deserving pupils. 
It has accommodations for 1600 students. 
It utilizes all the good modern systems and appliances for the rapid 
progress of pupils. 
MALE TEACHERS EXCLUSIVELY EMPLOYED, 
AND THEY, THE BEST. 
EVEBY BRANCH OF MUSIC TATJGHT, 
From the very beginning tc: the Highest Artistic Perfection. 
The Only Conservatory in America Having a Com¬ 
plete Symphony Orchestra. 
£££23 StratTh. 88th Street, 
PHILADELPHIA. 
LESSONS BY lAlL{faHIT^Sra1’ 
ORGAN OPEN INQSLr EtCi ~-i 
MR. ALBERT W. BORST, 
. Teacher of the 
ORGAN - AND — PIANOFORTE 
3602 Hamilton St.,-P-hiIadeIphla, Pa. 
No Charge for Organ practice. Full 'arrangements made for 
students studying for the profession. Q 
BAXTER PERRY. 
Concert Pianist and Leoturer, 
Lecture Becitals at Colleges and Conservatories a Specialty. 
Address, 178 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
Mr. Perry makes an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept. 
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on his direct 
route desiring recitals at that time. 
HARRY CLYDE BROOKS, 
TENOR AND INSTRUCTOR 
In Voice Culture and Artistic Singing, according to Italian 
Methods. 
Studio, 8 Euclid Ave., - CLEVELAND, OHIO. 
Mr. Brooks is a pupil of Big. Antonio Sangiovanni, Milan, Italy. 
_- ....... 
JAMES M. TBACY, 
LEIP8IO AND WEIMAR, 1860-82 
PIANIST,TEACHER, AND WRITER. 
' --TERMS:—- 
$60.00 for twenty one-hour lessons. $30.00 for twenty half-hour lessons. 
ADDBE8S: 
37 Fort Avenue, or Chlckering’s, 162 Tremont St., BOSTON. 
MR. PERLEE V. JERVIS, 
TEACHEB OF PIANOFORTE 
MASON’S “ TOUCH AND TECHSTIC.” 
Studio 8, Carnegie Musie Ball, \ Tuesday 
Neu> York, ) end Friday. > 
141 Montague St., Brooklyn, } ^uSSfSamrday. 
PHILADELPHIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 
1511 GIRARD AVENUE. 
(INCORPORATED 1891.) • 
Private and Class Bessons in all Branches of Music. 
Perms, $7.SO to $30.00. 
FREE ADVANTAGES. ■ Classes In Harmony, Symphony, and 
Ensemble, .both focal anc Instrumental. Concerts and Lectures. 
KATE H. OHANDIEB, Principal. 
A MONTHLY JOURNAL 
Devoted to “THE KING- OF INSTRUMENTS.” 
Contains articles and illustrations of vital interest to every organist 
and organ builder, the organ news of the day, a department of ques¬ 
tions and answers for students and teachers, and eight pages of 
organ music. Yearly Subscription $2.00 (in advance). Sample copies 
26 cents. 
EVERETT E. TRUETTE, 
Editor and Publisher, 
148 A TREMONT 8T., BQ8TON, MA88. 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 
BE PAUW UNIVERSITY, GREENCASTLE, IND. 
Instractio given in all Departments of Music. 
Pupil, Classical, Artist, Choral and Orchestral Concerts, 
Soio,_Duet, Trio, Quartette, Ensemble and 
' . Oratorio.-Work. 
FIVE OOUR8E8 OF 8TUDY. 
Room, Board, fttMm% and ihmst Susie at reasonable ratas. 
For 01h»1«sb, apply to 
JAMES H. HOWE* DEAN, G-BBENCABTLB, IBB. 
For Chroulara of other University Departments, apply to 
President, John P. D. John, A.M., d,d., College of Liberal Arts. 
Rev. Hillary A. Gobin, a.m., d.d., Dean of School of Theology. 
-Augustns Lyiich-MaBOHi A..M., Dean of School of Law. 
Henry A, Mills, Dean of School of Art. 
New York College of ffiusie, 
" 138- ar l .130 list 58th Street, 
Diireetoff. 
pme. 
Principal of Vocal Department. 
All branches of Music taught. 
Faculty comprises the most eminent 
Instructors. 
HEIMII FOR DESCRIPTIVE GATAL08UE.' 
A New and Original Publication. 
• EIGHT FUGUES, 
By JOHANN SEBASTIAN BAOH, 
4®*Write for Illustrated Catalogue, giving full particulars, terms, etc. 
GILBERT R. COMBS, Director, 
1331 South Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
With Analytical Expositions In COLOBS and Ap¬ 
pended Hanaonions Schemes 
By BERNARDUS BOEKEEMAN. 
A highly approved edition and endorsed by the following promi¬ 
nent artiste 
G. W. Chadwick, E. A McDowell, A. M. Duvernoy, Arthur Foote, 
Niels W. Gade, Fr. Gernsheim. Alex. Guilmant, August Horn, Walter 
McFarren, A. C. Mackenzie, William Maqon, H. W. Nicholl, Carl 
Beinecke, Dr. Hugo Riemann, Moritz Rosenthal, Samuel P. Warren, 
Arthur Friedheim, Fanny Bloomfield-Zeisler, eto. 
Copies for sale by 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia. 
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid Building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 699 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (86 weeks) need not exceed $300. 
Terms begin Sept-19, Jan. 8, and April 4. 
If yon are intending to study MuBic in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
F. B. BIOE, Director, 
OBBRLIN OHIO. 
HAMA’C MUSICAL INSTITUTE AMD 
IMIlfl V CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 
WARREN, OHIO, gives instruction in all departments 
of MuBic, with a thorough, systematic oourse of study, 
and a faculty of the' highest excellence and efficiency. 
Established twenty-two years. Catalogues free. 
JUSTUS DANA, Secretary. 
STANDARD, .WORKS. 
Doha’s Practical Habmozw....-  ..& 
Dana’s Practical Thorough Bass..1 
Thk Art or Fihgerimg.:... 
National School for Cornet..-.2 
Progrrssivx Studies for Violdi....Each 1 
Address the Publishers, 
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE, 





I have used W, S. B. Mathews’ “ Graded Studies ” 
in connection with Mason’s “ Touch and'Technic ” since 
September 1, 1892. My success has been beyond my 
most sanguine expectations, and I regard it as the most 
perfect system that has ever been written. 
Mrs. W. K. Long. 
I have examined the “ Graded Studies,” by W. S. B. 
Mathews, up to the sixth grade, and must say that they 
certainly do contain the “cream” of all other studies. 
They please the pupils, and at the same time instruct 
them in the highest degree, and rest a tired teacher. 
Mr. Mathews has, without a shadow of a doubt, “ hit 
the nail on the head” in these works. I am sure we 
cannot be too grateful to him and to his able publisher, 
Mr. Presser. Mrs. A. J. Bagley. 
The three graded volumes of “Duets” contain very 
useful and pleasing selections, and I consider them of 
great value, especially for sight-reading purposes. I am 
very glad to use them, and hope the set will be extended 
still farther. Nellie C. Strong. 
Landon’B “ Reed Organ Method,” which you sent me 
at Peddie Institute, was forwarded to me2 and am 
highly pleased with it and shall introduce it into my 
teaching immediately. It iB the best organ book I have 
ever seen. Ada E. Williams. 
I am very.much pleased with Mathews’ “Standard. 
Grade.” Also with its valuable help of suitable pieces 
contained in each book. Ella Stickle. 
I received No. 4 of William Mason’s “Touch and 
Technic.” It being: something so entirely new, I was 
Borne time studying it out so I thoroughly understood it. 
After several weeks of patient study on that, as well as the 
other books of this series, I feel prepared to say, what I 
have no doubt hundreds of teachers can, viz.: it will 
work an entire revolution in the study of technic. We 
who have been-drilled in the old, stiff mode of octave 
playing can readily see the vast difference and improve¬ 
ment, and so I send you my most hearty recommenda¬ 
tion and thanks for the work. William Mason is truly 
the teachers’ friend I I have taken The Etude since 
January, and it has proved of more benefit to me than 
anything of the kinci I have ever seen. I consider it 
the best musical journal published. 
Nelly T. White. 
THE 'ETUDE. 
_- ’ ‘_ 
I cannot tell you how much I enjoy your magazine. 
I have found it a great help to me in my work, and am 
sorry that I did not take it before. It has opened my 
eyes to my own ignorance, and has given me a fresh im¬ 
petus and greater desire to know more of the noble art 
of music. A Subscriber. 
Translation of a letter in French just received from 
Z61ie de' Lussan, the great American operatic artist:— 
London, July 26. 
To Mr. Louis Lombard, Director Utica (N. T.) Con¬ 
servatory of Music:— - 
I have received your charming little book, “ Observa¬ 
tions of a. Musician,” and I thank you a thousand times. 
I need not tell you that I find it admirably written; in a 
word, as we say in English, “It iB to the point.” Let 
us hope that it will not be the last. 
“THE lARCEKIsiEsilS SUPREME.” 
JOHN PHILIP SOUSA’S UNEQUALED MARCHES. 
You casi hear them from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from the 
Lakes to the Gulf. These Graad Harmonies and Divine Melodies 
are played by the best in the land. 
THEY ARE MATCHLESS* 
TSfae Thunderer, ' ©a? Fllvtotfoms, 
Sc dl Off, The </«ME*ceiram Cadets, 
Rational Fexsulbles, The Occidental, 
The SSig-ia Softool Cadets, Sean^ei* Fidelia,. 
The Triumph off Time, The Meador, 
The Oladiator, Washington Post, 
The Crnsader, ~ T3se Ir©yal hegtom. 
The Belle off CSsIcas®. 
Price, Piano Solo, 40 cts. each. 
Price, Four Hands, 6© ots. each. 
Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of the price. • 
Q " 
PUBLISHED BY ] 
HARRY COLEMAN, 
228 IT. 3IMTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
For Safe by all Music Dealers in the United States. 
NEW YORK VOCAL INSTITUTE, 
97 Fifth Avenue, New York. 
FRANK HERBERT TUBBS, Musical Director. 
This School for Singers has original ideas. All teachers nse the 
same voice-method, voice Culture and Singing are taught only in firivate lessons, educational subjects in classes. The voice-method 
s that arranged bv Mr. Tubbs. He was a student of Manuel Garcia, 
Emil Behnke, and Win. Shakespeare, of London, and Antonio San- 
giovanni, of Milan. Since tbs Institute began, bo pupil has failed 
to make good progress. You, if a student, would do the same. So 
would your friend. 
At present, Btudents prefer New York as a centre for study. One 
becomes educated by association in a large city. Our students are 
found comfortable hoarding-places. Can you have one or two terms 
in New York this year ? Perhaps, when prepared- you would teach 
or sing professionally,—thus paying a return. Ir interested, send 
for full circulars. They tell of Method, Classes, Teachers, Location, 
etc. Address as above. 
MUSICAL GAME. 
ALLEGRANDO. 
Instruction, and Pleasure Combined. 
ft SPLENIC GAME FOR fevERY HOME. 
This game oengfaii of cards, on which the different notes and rests 
are printed, one on every card. After a number are distributed among 
the players, the cards are played- In succession and added together as 
they ai played aswlt the value of a whole note Is reached, when it 
counts one for the person who played the last card and completed the 
whole note. Thia gives a general idea only. Full directions, with 
ml<« for a number of different games, tabic:- showing the notes, rests, 
keys, Use., accompany the game. 
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other instru¬ 
ment; thou* -who ring-;, those who wish to .wad music Suiter; in fact, all 
who are interacted in music, need this charming gams. 
It teaches the value of notes and rests. 
The names of the notes. 
The various keys in which music is written. 
The different kinds of rime. : 
Practice in musical fractions, . 
The easiest way to team to read music. 
Yon learn, while playing an IntenaUng game. 
It is readily learned, even hy children. 
Tin.-, devoted to playing this game Is not wasted, m in most games, 
A splendid game for evening parries. 
;—A-new departam—entirely unlike any other game. 
Parent! .an teach, their children th® rudiments of mnrio, even If not 
mnslnlans themselves. - 
Interesting to Id and young, beginners snd advanced dike. 
Those Intending to study music will find it to their advantage to play 
this gnsae a while before beginning lessons 
Prise 60 Cents. 
Address Publisher, 
- thio. mm'mmm* 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD 
FOR RAPIDLY GAINING THE NECESSARY TECHNICAL ABILITY FOB 
The inadequate remit# from technical exercises at the piemo are well known to piano players, and form 
the great barrier to a proper advancement in piano playing. 
Science, having investigated this____. 
—the— subject, has discovered and, can explain 
EMT’S 7i : • :v7 kON. the reasons of snch uneconomical re- 
S1S* suits, and can now. supply ata cheap 
cost a better and more direct process 
for developing and enlarging the technical dexterity of the hand. 
Employed by eminent pianists in their teaching, and for their own per¬ 
sonal nse. Hundreds of teachers testify that it is invaluable to both them¬ 
selves and their ^pupils. 
As this hew method marks a moet important reform in technical teach¬ 
ing, all piano players should make themselves acquainted with its principles 
by reading a lecture delivered by Mr. Brotherhood, at Chautauqua, N. Y., 
upon “Bensittve Piano Touch, and Ways and Means to ns Acquire¬ 
ment,” sent free, on application to 
A, sali. 
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J. HOWARD FOOTE, 
Sole Agent for the Brotherhood Teohnioon, 
307 and 3i9 Wabash Av©», S3 MaltJen Lane, 
CHICAGO. NE$Y YORK. 
THE TEACHER’S TECHNICON. 
FBIOB 888.60. 
SISCOTTSTT TO TXAC: 
THE B. F. WOOD MUSIC CO. 
‘V 
* Music Publishers, * 
to V ■Fii* * (W£i< 
ESTABLISHED B88B. 
Our Factory is the Home of the Seven-Ootave Organ. 




A Faculty 'of Experienced TEACBOBBS. 
A specialty of good teaching music for piano, violin 
and piano, and good songs. Teachers and schools 
should. Bend for our Catalogue, which contains many in¬ 
teresting novelties, including several charming songs by 
the new Hungarian writer, Henry Ber6ny, songs by 
Bohm, Lassen, Meyer-Helmund, Kies, and the latest 
successful song, “ The Life of Love is but a Day,” by 
Earl Komzdk. New piano teaching pieces and concert 
pieces by Ber6ny. Briill, Dick, Fink, Reinecke, Sartorio, 
and Wolff, and selections from the new - Strauss opera, 
“ Princess Ninetta.” 
MUSIC SENT ON SELECTION. 
MALLET & DAVIS’ 
I 
School Condneted according to University 
Standards. 
Address for Catalogue, 
L STAMUY, A.*., 
DIRECTOR. 
It originated with us, and we brought it to perfection. 
Don’t confuse it with the cheap imitations 
that flood the market. Send lor 
Price and Catalogue. 
OCTAVE STUDIE 
Equal Oevelopmenft of Both Hands. 
320 South Tenth St., Easton, Pa. PRICE 7*5 OEISFZ’3. 
XSSXJBID. These Octave Studies are of medium difficulty, and selected from SI I # ip - on ' ’ m q Spindlery Hunten, Bertini, Kullak, etc. They are of great eduea- 
chool of Four-Hand Flaying, __ 
VOLUME HI. 
PRICE $1,00. SCALE PLAYING, 
Contents. Kelacclie, Christmas Eve; JLiscimer, Marche With I»ar4lcnilar Keference to the Development ©i 
Celebre; iLoegchhorn. Dance Hongroise: Schubert. On. 78._ ... . v _ 
Menuet; JBahmfelder, Minstrel Song; - Chopins, Funeral the Third, Fourth, and Fifth Fingers 
March; Schubert, Marche Heroique. a of each Maud. 
MELODIOUS ADD EASY STUDIES 
FOB 
PIANO AND WEBB ORGAN. 
BY CHAS. W. LANDON. 
PRICE S 1.00. •* 
Perhaps the most popular set of Easy Studies ever issued. 
Chase Isos. Piano 
They are highly recommended by Dr. Wm, Mason and other 
eminent teachers. 
GRAND, SQUARE, and UPRIGHT 
CATALOGUES FREE 
323 TO 333 SO. CANAL STREET. 
!ethod for the Plane. 
OHAS. W. LANDON. 
PRICE $1.50. 
This work is especially designed to meet the 
want of the popular student with mediocre ability. 
It contains all the ideas of recent pianoforte play¬ 
ing. The author is a well-known practical teacher, 
and author of a similar work for the Reed Organ, 
which is now generally used for instruction on that 
instrument. It will be well for every teacher to 
examine this new work, which will be ready in a 
short time 
THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher, 
PHILADELPHIA. 
The SUM for Excellence and DnraMlity. 
- uasuoiDim nr all amas of 
GRANDS 'ail'd UPRIGHTS 
These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
* have attained an 
UN PURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE, 
Which establishes them as 
UNEQUALED 
—nr^- 
Tone, fad, WidmeUi, anil IraUUtj! 
Ivory Plano Fnlly Warranted for 6 Tears. 
WM. KMABE & CO., 
22 and 24 IB. Baltimore Straei, BAILTIMCI&I2. 
148 Fifth Awe., tear 20th St* TOM. 
817 Feimaylvamia Avo* WASHIWQTOW, B. 0. 
CHASE BROS. PIANO CO., IriclMfflTatii. t^^lSSSS-inS; 
Factories: Grand Rapids and Muskegon, Michigan. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 
American College and Publio School Directory. 
Send fob Cibcui-ab. 
TUB Midi fllM UU^Di IFfe A Monthly Journal published in the interests 
jPJB ' of string Instruments and their Players. Sub¬ 
scription $1.00 per year; sample copies lO cents each. Address Publishers 
THE TlOLIiT WORLD, 
13 EAST SIXTEENTH STREET, - - - , NSW YORK. 
PALMER'S 
PIANO PRIMER. 
Motes awl BtemtsaySss by sneta Msasietasts as nr. 
Wm. M@s©s»f Mr, Wssb. M. Sfe«rw«®dl, 
Mr. Albert IE. IPsursoma, etc. 
It is concise ; it is EsiiixrsTiYE; it is endorsed by most 
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of 
commendation of it have been received from the most 
prominent musicians in more than twenty different 
States. It is adopted as a standard work in most of 
the Colleges in America. Its sales have beenphenome- 
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth, em¬ 
bossed, $1.0® J in Board covers, 75 eairtgj and in paper 
covers, 6® cents® Address 
!HE®DffiEE ff'SESSEB, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILAD’A, PA. 
Prlelple* of tbeir Art, selected from 
tbe Best Writers, 
BY 
ALBERT W. BORST. 
COPIES HAILED UPON RECEIPT OP PRICE, 25 CENTS. 
Lessons in Musical History, 
BY 
A comprehensive outline of musical history from the 
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe¬ 
cially designed for the use of schools and literary insti¬ 
tutions. ; 
Address Publisher, 
Theodore JP sysssjoR, 
WWBWAL MOSAICS 
muim &wmm. 
A GAME FOE EVERY MUSIC STTOEOT. 
price ®s e¥8,p poa 1 mm. 
SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW. , 
Landoit’s Rsed Organ Method. 
Price $1.60. By CHA8. W. LANDON, Foreign Fingering. 
This Method is something entirely new. Every piece 
is especially arranged fbr the Reed Organ. They are 
selected from the best composers. Each piece is copi¬ 
ously annotated, analyzed, and every possible help given 
the pupil as to the best way of practicing and learning it. 
Pieces are carefully graded. Every difficulty is first 
prepared in an easy and attractive form. The Reed 
Organ Touch is clearly explained (a hitherto neglected 
feature). Phrasing is successfully taught. The whys and 
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special 
and beautiful Reed Organ Effects are fully illustrated. 
Send for a Sample Copy, 
THEO. PRESSED Publisher, 
1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
The very best sayings On musical topics, chosen 
from the highest rank of 
(70 AUTHORS IN 600 QUOTATIONS, 
Every teacher—every Btudent—should own Musioal 
Mosaics. Instructive, practical, interesting and fasci- 
RH; llllff ■ 
As a presentation volume it cannot be excelled. 
any number of players. The object of the game is to 
impress on the mind of the players the important events 
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians. 
Address Publisher, 
AT east 16^5T near FIFTH AVE.HX 
IS THE OLD RELIABLE 
f 0L1M HOUSE OF . 
1 :m AUGUSTGEMUNOER&SON^ 
I a|; 
J3l lll^ EXCHANGING,) CAT&IJQS.UE& 






PRICE 81.60. FIRMLY 80U&I©. 
LIBERAL DEDUCTION TO THE PROFESSION. 
The Volume contains the choicest of the Von. Billow 
editions, which are published in Bheet form, in four 
books. This abridged edition can be used in most caseB 
for the complete work. Only the most difficult and un¬ 
important ones have been eliminated. 
Address Publisher,. 
THIS®. PlWBs - 
nos Chestnut st.,.philadelphia, pa. 
There are few really good collections of easy in¬ 
structive music. This album will be welcome as 
supplying a need with most teachers. They are 
pieces intended to form the taste of the pupil. All 
are closely fingered and edited. We consider that 




violin ad libitum. A very effective solo, not 
or of wide range. Mailed to any address on receipt of the 
(60 cents) by the publisher, 
IGN. FISCHER, Toledo, Ohio. 
°* ^he Etude 
Bound 
ii 
Volumes for 1886, 
“ “ 1887, 
“ “ 1888, 
“ “ 1889, 
“ " 1886, 
“ “ 1887, 
“ " 1888, 
“ “ 1889, 
“ “ 1890, 











These volumes contain from 18 to 20 dollars worth of mnsib In 
each year. The various articles give a great amount of information 
of permanent value. It 1b a peculiarity of The .SM that its 
articles are of substantial and lasting worth. Address the Publisher, 
' THEODORE PRESSER, 
■; m J I ■ hi 
Price, Teacher’s Bise, - $22.50. 
Price, Student’s Size, - $12.00 
Liberal deduction to the profession. 
Send for circular giving full information. 
Address 
' THEODORE PRESSER, 
s 
183 E ETUDE 
Arthur f. Schmidt, 
154 TREIOHT ST., BOSTON, HASS., 
USIC PUBLISHER ?. 
8C LX AfflDH OR EHS ~rrr«•’> NCASiES S’ I 
„:jr ' '}■; ' •;: 7 ‘ /V-^.VvV- ;v ' 7:777:77:.;,;7‘:7::77:';; [■' v.'77 ;'-7 7\''V'-' ’ 
Henry LitolfF, Brunswlok, Germany; Edition Chanot 
(Violin Music), and the Vienna Conservatory 
Edit! >n of the 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. 
TEACHERS’ FAVORITES. 
A List of Standard Educational Works. 
Foundation Studies in Pianoforte Playing. 
By Stephen A. Emery. The very best method yet published for 
use with beginners, and especially adapted for 
children. Price $1.50, net. 
Head and Hands. 
By Stephen A. Emery. Fundamental Technique for the Piano¬ 
forte. Ah introduction to Tausig’s Daily Studies. 
Price $1.60, net. 
Preparatory Exercises in Pianoforte Playing. 
By Gael Faelten. Price 75 cts., net. 
24 Short Melodious Studies for the Pianoforte. 
By A- D. Turner, Op. 30. Price, Pt. 1, $1.50; Pt, 2, $1,25. 
80 Easy and Melodious Studies for the Pianoforte. 
By Henry Maylath. Op. 163. In two books. Price $1.25 each 
book. 
100 Original Daily Exercises for the Pianoforte. 
By Edmund Neufert. Op. 57. Price 75 cts. 
13 Easy Octave Studies (In the Major Keys) for the 
Pianoforte.. 
By A. D. Turner. Op. 20. Price 90 cts. 
Etude Album for the Pianoforte. 
A collection of Etudes for the Pianoforte, selected and arranged in 
progressive order. By Arthur Foote. Price $1.00, net. 
Special Studies in Presto Scales for Pianoforte. 
By Stephen A. Emery. Op. 20. Price $1.25. 
13 Etudes for the Development of Technic and Style. 
By E. A. MacDoWELL. Op. 39. 
Method of Pianoforte Technique. 
By Charles Buttschardt, with additions by Arthur Foote. 
Price $1.00, net. 
Two Pianoforte Pedal Studies. 
By Arthur Foote. For the proper use of the Damper Pedal. 
Price 35 cts. 
The Art of Phrasing. 
30 Vocalises by_C. Gi.oggner-Castelli. Edited by G. Fedeblein. 
Book I, price $1.50. Soprano or Tenor, Contralto, 
Baritone, or Bass. 
Book H, price $2,50. Soprano or Tenor, Contralto. 
Progressive Vocal Studies for Medium Voice. 
By Alfred Arthur. Price 75 cts., net. 
Etude Album for the Organ. 
A collection of Etudes for the Organ. Selected and arranged in 
progressive order, with Registration, Pedaling, and Fin¬ 
gering carefully indicated. By Everett E. 
Tbubtte. Price $1.50, net. 
Etude Album for the Violin. 
A collection of Etudes for the Violin. Selected and arranged in 
progressive order by Chablhs N. Alien. 
Price $1.25, net. 
Dictionary of Mnsical Terms and Elements of Mnsic. 
By Edwin M. Lott and O. B. Brown. Price 50 cts., net. 
Primer of Musical Forms. 
By W. S. B. Mathews. A Systematic View of the Typical Forms 
of Modern Music. Price 80 eta., net. , 
Elements of Harmony. 
By Stephen A. Embry. A Clear and Concise Method of Teaching 
Harmony, used for many years by the leading conserva¬ 
tories and teachers. Price $1.00, net. 
Supplementary Exercises, Chants, and. Chorals to 
Elements of Harmony. 
By Stephen A. Embry. Price 50 cts., net. 
Complete Graded Catalogue sent 
free upon application. 
Mail Orders solicited and promptly filled 
to all parts of the Country. 
HEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY 
Founded by 
Dr. EbenTourife. OF MUSIC ■ Director. 
The Leading Conservatory of America. 
In addition to its unequaled musical advantages, 
exceptional opportunities are also provided for the 
study of Elocution, the Fine Arts, and 
Modern Slanguages. The admirably 
equipped'^Hsjpe affords a safe and inviting resi¬ 
dence for lady students.. Calendar Free. 
FRANK W. HALE, Gen’l Manager, 
Franklin Square, Boston, Mass. 
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 
WEBER HUSIG.HALL, 
Cor. Wabash Avenue and Jackson Street, CHICAGO. 
All branches of Music, Elocution, and Dekarte. Normal School 
for Teachers. 
Unsurpassed advantages at moderate rates. 
CONSERVATORY OPEN ALL SUMMER. 
Fall Term, begins September 7th. 
Boarding at moderate prices. - « 
Catalogue mailed free on application. 












Where we Display 
The Finest Stock of 
Musical Instruments 
In Philadelphia. 
We are now 
Offering™ 
Rare Bargains 
In Every Department. 
Metronomes way below 
Usual Prices. 
Send for Catalogues. 
Special Prices to Teachers, etc, 
Mention The Etude. . 
F. H. GRIFFITH & CO., 
1229 and 1231 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa, 




BY DR. WM. MASON. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 1708 CRestant St., 
PMlaUelpMa, Pa, FebMer. 
IN FOUR 00KS: 
PART I.-— The Two - linger Exercises 
(School of Touch). 
PART II.—The Scales Rhythmically 
Treated, (School of Mrillicmt Passages). 
PART III.—Arpeggios Rhythmically 
Treated (Passage School). 
PART IV.—School of Octa/ve and Mravara 
Playing. 
PRICE OF EACH $1.00. 
THE ENTIRE SERIES OF 
Touch and Technic 
comprise an original system for the development 
of a complete technic,.from the beginner to the 
finished artist. Its distinguishing characteristics 
are: An active use of the pupil’s mind in techni¬ 
cal work, with the resultant rapid and thorough 
development; the application of accents, thus 
developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch 
that leads to every variety of tone color and dyna¬ 
mic quantity, and an effective system of velocity 
practice that secures the necessary facilitv and 
speed of execution. AH of which is applied to 
the artistic and expressive rendition of musical 
compositions. They are printed in separate vol¬ 
umes, in order to enable teachers who are still 
dependent upon some other system of technics to 
add to their present stock the particular part of 
Mason’s System which they happen to need. 
Experience has shown that teachers differ greatly 
in their estimation of the relative value of the 
four elements in Mason’s System, and the publi¬ 
cation in separate volumes is intended to enable 
every one to select the particular part he desires. 
The Value of the Principle of Accentuation ap¬ 
plied to Exercises is now so generally recognised 
by aU teachers and virtuosi that every book of 
technics nOw contains more or less of it. Never¬ 
theless, as Dr, Mason was the original discoverer 
of the principle, no application of it has been so 
ingenious and thorough as his. 
This work is a wholly, new exposition of the 
subject, representing the ripened musical experi¬ 
ence of the distinguished author, who is a teacher 
and a virtuosi by the Grace of God. 
We have never offered teachers more valuable 
works than these. ^ 
